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ABSTRACT
Understanding the Nature of Stellar Chemical
Abundance Distributions in Nearby Stellar Systems
Duane Morris Lee

Since stars retain signatures of their galactic origins in their chemical compositions,
we can exploit the chemical abundance distributions that we observe in stellar systems to
put constraints on the nature of their progenitors. In this thesis, I present results from three
projects aimed at understanding how high resolution spectroscopic observations of nearby
stellar systems might be interpreted. The first project presents one possible explanation
for the origin of peculiar abundance distributions observed in ultra-faint dwarf satellites
of the Milky Way. The second project explores to what extent the distribution of chemical
elements in the stellar halo can be used to trace Galactic accretion history from the birth
of the Galaxy to the present day. Finally, a third project focuses on developing an input
optimization algorithm for the second project to produce better estimates of halo accretion
histories. In conclusion, I propose some other new ways to use statistical models and
techniques along with chemical abundance distribution data to uncover galactic histories.
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versus [Fe/H]. Top: Distribution of [Ti/Fe] in MW halo stars (black open
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[Ba/Fe] (nc-element abundance ratio). Adjacent panels on the right show
the relative number distributions, binned by 0.2 dex, for all stars below
[Fe/H] = -2.5. Note that stars with upper limits are not included here. See
§2.4.2 for details. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

2.2

Left: Log-log plot of element mass yield versus progenitor stellar mass
showing linear fits (black solid lines) with parameters βX and κX for some
α-elements, Ti and Fe MDYs from Nomoto et al. (2006). Right: Linear plot
of element mass yield versus progenitor stellar mass showing the derived
power-law fits (black solid lines) for each element shown in the left plot. . . 22
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2.3

A schematic displaying the assumptions of our model and the various effects that arise from convolving the IMF, MDY, and the number of enriching
stars per ESG, n , together. Note that n is not exactly proportional to the
characteristic ESG mass, MESG , due to stochastic sampling of the IMF. However, n does give some indication of the magnitude of MESG . Panel A shows
a plot of the Salpeter IMF used in our models, indicating a large ratio of
low-to-high mass stars produced in ESGs. Panel B displays three diﬀerent
MDY “strengths” measured by the slope κX as indicated by approximately
zero (dotted), low (dashed), and high (solid) labelled lines. These MDY
strengths result in the trends we expect to find in abundance ratio distributions for VMP stars (shown in panel C). Panel C shows the three types of
distributions that can arise for diﬀerent positive MDYs resulting from the
convolution of the IMF and MDYs for four diﬀerent characteristic values of
n . The shades/outlines of the distributions represent the “strength” of the
MDY (as shown in panel B): κ ∼ 0 (dark grey; dotted line), κ ∼ low (grey;
dashed line), and κ ∼ high (light grey; solid line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

2.4

Distributions of abundance ratios produced from 1000 realizations of an
ESG, with MESG = 102 M (left panel), 103 M (middle panel), and 104 M
(right panel). Color of the distribution refers to the corresponding κX used
for the MDY: 3 (red), 6 (green) and 9 (blue). The black vertical dotted
line shows the average for all ESGs with κX = 0. The average number of
enriching core-collapse supernovas are represented by <n >. . . . . . . . . . 28
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Figure is the similar to Figure 2.4 but shows distributions derived from
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[Ba/Fe] vs. [Ba/Eu] for the VMP (below [Fe/H] = -2.5) stars in the MW
halo/UFD data set. Black triangles are MW halo stars without given r- or
s-process abundance ratio designations. Blue squares refer to stars with rprocess abundance ratios (either class I or II) and red diamonds refer to r+sprocess stars as designated by Frebel (2010). The pure r-process upper-limit,
designated Barium stars (exclusion) region, and stars with non-detections
of Europium and identified by a dashed grey line, grey rectangular region,
and dark grey stripe, respectively (see text for explanation). . . . . . . . . . 33
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[Sr/Fe] vs. [Ti/Fe] for our compiled observed MW halo/UFD data set. Symbols are the same as those defined in Figure 2.6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
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2.9

Histograms show the distributions of the child-parent D-statistic, Dcp , for
“children” with the same size as the observed Ba data sets (n = 316 for
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model parameters κX = 9.5, MESG MW = 103.5M (top) and MESG UF = 102.0M
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3.1

This figure is a reproduction of Figure 12 from Geisler et al. (2007). The
α
] vs. [ Fe
] data taken by Nissen & Schuster
figure is a compilation of [ Fe
H
(1997); Ivans et al. (1999); Shetrone et al. (2001); Venn et al. (2001); Fulbright
(2002); Smecker-Hane & McWilliam (2002); Stephens & Boesgaard (2002);
R. G. Gratton et al. (2003); Shetrone et al. (2003); Venn et al. (2003); Bonifacio
et al. (2004); Cayrel et al. (2004); Kaufer et al. (2004); Geisler et al. (2005);
Jonsell et al. (2005); Monaco et al. (2005); Johnson et al. (2006); Pompeia
et al. (2006); Tautvaišienė et al. (2007). Symbols shown here represent a
mixture of model data, stars and star clusters found in the MW halo (green),
as well as stars and stellar clusters found in low-mass dwarf spheroidals
(blue), dwarf irregulars (yellow), the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (red), and the
large Magellanic Cloud (cyan). The distribution of accreted and “soon-toaccreted” systems in this 2D chemical abundance space demonstrates the
potential for determining accretion histories by attributing various subsets
of the chemical abundance ratio distributions (CARDs) observed in the
stellar halo of a nearby galaxy (e.g., the MW halo) to diﬀerent accreted
systems (see text for brief explanation). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60

3.2

α
] vs. [ Fe
] for ∼ 3 × 104 “star particles”. Each particle is color-coded
Plot of [ Fe
H
to represent the relative stellar mass/luminosity of its parent satellite. The
relative number of particles in the accreted satellite mass/luminosity range
reflects the expected relative contribution from each parent to the total
stellar mass of the host halo. The chemical evolution tracks of five satellites,
randomly chosen to span the stellar mass range of accreted satellites for halo
1, are displayed over the colored particle distribution as black dashed lines
and labeled by a stellar mass proportional to the typical satellite stellar mass
found in the mass bins outlined in §3.2.3 and displayed in Figure 3.3. . . . . 68
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3.3

Plot of “Naive” 5x5 STS along with projects in the tacc − Msat plane. Top-right:
Our “Naive” 5x5 STS. The relative contribution of stellar mass from a subset
of all 1515 satellites in each template is shown as percentages of the total
halo stellar mass (red). Each column and row reflects the mass/stellar massmetallicity relation and age-metallicity relation, respectively (see §3.2.1 for
details). Top-left and bottom-right: Projections of the 5x5 STS into the tacc
plane (top-left) and Msat plane (bottom-right) are equivalent to the 1x5
(mass-divided) STS and 5x1 (time-divided) STS explored in §3.3. Bottom-left:
Plot of a projection into both parameter dimensions exemplifies a density
distribution (i.e. F(xd )) similar to the parent distributions of individual
halos from which “observed” stars are drawn in our analysis. . . . . . . . . 71

3.4

versus the absolute maximum relative error, βmax , between
Plot of Θ1/2
RE
predicted and true values. Each column of panels displays a Monte Carlo
run of 25,000 “mock” EM estimates (with the number of bins with |β| <
βmax , n|β|<βmax , equal to 1, 2, 4 and 9 (where the total number of bins used
equals n|β|<βmax + 1). Runs are color-coded by the amount of total true stellar
mass, AT,max, encompassed by their βmax (ranging from ∼ 0 − 10) which
are designated here as the penultimate |β| found amongst the respective
number of bins (see text for details). The color-coded values of AT,max are:
≥ 99% (red), ≥ 90% (orange), ≥ 80% (green), ≥ 65% (blue), and ≥ 50%
(indigo). The bottom panel of each column shows the top panel magnified
five times and centered on the origin. The dashed lines that are overlaid
limits for a βmax that includes bins with a total
on each panel are the Θ1/2
RE,max
of AT,max ≥ 99, 90, 80, 65, and 50%, respectively. The plot displays our basis
of comparison measure (the dashed lines) between the AHP from diﬀerent
STS evaluated in §3.3 & §3.4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
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3.5

A plot of fractional stellar mass contributions to the host halo versus the
satellite’s binned stellar mass for the “best”, “median” and “worst” EM
estimates among our 11 halos (labelled “h1-h11,” hereafter) for 1x5 STS.
values, given in
Selection of these halo estimates are based on their Θ1/2
RE
3
4
respect to the number of stars (10 and 3×10 , respectively) observed (shown
in upper right of each plot). Estimates from 103 stars (open squares) and
3 × 104 stars (asterisks) for each template are shown. Their corresponding
actual values (circles) are also shown with various holes and colors that
indicate the “factor-of” diﬀerence between the estimate and actual values
(see legend for key). See text for discussion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88

3.6

Figure is the same as Figure 3.5 for 5x1 STS. See text for discussion. . . . . . 91

3.7

values amongst all 11 halo
Figure shows panels for the frequency of Θ1/2
RE
for 1x5 STS (i.e. versus mass of accreted satellite; top) and 5x1 STS (i.e.
versus time of accretion; bottom. Red, green, and blue histograms refer
to the number of stars used to calculate the EM estimates summarized in
this figure. Light-grey dotted lines indicate the maximum β value (e.g.,
value for 90% of the true stellar
βmax ≤ 0.1) allowed to get the matching Θ1/2
RE
values between the
mass. The diﬀerence in the spread and range of Θ1/2
RE
1x5 vs 5x1 STS are striking and seem to support the notion (from Figure 3.3)
that 1x5 STS retains greater distinction between its templates than the 5x1
STS do (resulting in better estimates from the 1x5 STS). . . . . . . . . . . . . 94

3.8

Figure of 2x5 STS is similar to Figure 3.5 but first two columns shows separate sets of templates for “recent” (0 - 6.5 Gyrs) and “early” (6.5 - 13.0 Gyrs)
accretion epochs. Final column shows totals over all time (i.e., an“eﬀective”
1x5 STS from adding corresponding estimates from both columns). Numvalues calculated across satellite
bers labeled “M” and “T” refer to Θ1/2
RE
stellar mass and time bins, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97

3.9

Figure of 3x5 STS is similar to Figure 3.8 but includes an addition column
for an intermediate “medieval” accretion epoch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
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3.10 Figure shows box-and-whisker plots of a “reduced” Θ1/2
(top), a marginalRE
1/2
ized mass-resolved ΘRE (middle), and a marginalized time-resolved Θ1/2
RE
(bottom) versus all STS used to examine our 11 halos. The median value
of Θ1/2
for all 11 halos is shown as a black line across every box. The 25th
RE
and 75th percentiles of the distribution are shown as the lower and upper
bounds of the each box, respectively. Whiskers protruding from the top
and bottom of each plot designate the minimum and maximum values for
values in the distributions shown. Each box has a color that refers to
Θ1/2
RE
the number of stars used as shown in Figure 3.7. “Reduced” boxes (solid
divided by the number of templates used.
colors) refer to the value of Θ1/2
RE
values calculated
“Marginalized” boxes (striped colors) refer to the Θ1/2
RE
from the sum across the mass dimension of templates into an eﬀective 1x5
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template (like in Figures 3.8 and 3.9). Θ1/2
RE
values derived from
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RE
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Figure shows cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots of the 8 HDPA
STS created (green) versus their “naive” STS (red) counterparts. Each plot
is labeled, as in Chapter 3, by its corresponding partition grid dimensions
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A comparison between the “best”, “median” and “worst” EM estimates
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values and estimates were calculated using 3 × 104 stars. Θ1/2
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Recognize that the very molecules that make up your body, the atoms that construct the molecules,
are traceable to the crucibles that were once the centers of high mass stars that exploded their
chemically rich guts into the galaxy, enriching pristine gas clouds with the chemistry of life. So
that we are all connected to each other biologically, to the earth chemically and to the rest of the
universe atomically. That’s kinda cool! That makes me smile and I actually feel quite large at the
end of that. It’s not that we are better than the universe, we are part of the universe. We are in the
universe and the universe is in us.”
— Neil deGrasse Tyson
Astronomers have long understood that a majority of the (chemical) diversity in the
Universe is due to the death of massive stars. Indeed, we have known that without such
stars life as we know it would not exist — and, as biological studies tell us, it is likely that
the whole Universe would be devoid of life. Since the 1920s, when Eddington settled the
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fact that stars shine via the process of nucleosynthesis, astronomers have tried to utilize
the nucleosynthetic signatures (i.e. elemental abundances) found in the composition of
matter on Earth, in meteorites, and in the Sun’s atmosphere to understand and track
the evolution of the Solar system, the Galaxy and the Universe itself. Their work has
led to numerous findings on the origins of the Solar system, of the elements, and of the
various components of the Galaxy. Particular attention has been given to understanding
the process of assembly of the “oldest-looking” component to the Galaxy, the stellar halo.
While tremendous progress has been made in identifying the general nature of the dwarf
galaxies that must have contributed to the growth of the halo, there has yet to be a
total estimate for the relative contributions of these objects to the current halo’s stellar
population.
In this thesis, I investigate how the chemical abundance signatures found in stars
can be used to statistically determine their galactic origin of birth. First, I show that it is
possible to explain seemingly paradoxical diﬀerences in chemical abundance distributions
found between stars in the Milky Way halo and the surrounding nearby ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies by coupling stochastic sampling of the initial mass function (IMF) with a strong
mass-dependent (nucleosynthetic) yield (MDY). Second, we show that it is possible to
recover a total account of the relative stellar mass contribution of accreted dwarf galaxies
over the entire duration of the stellar halo’s growth using a statistical procedure called
the expectation-maximization algorithm. Third, we develop a way to improve the performance of our method by optimizing over diﬀerent variants of our main model. Finally,
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we briefly discuss ways to continue developing our statistical chemical abundance distribution models. For example, I plan to infer the nature of early galaxy host environments
by statistically modeling the origin of their current chemical abundance distributions.
In this introductory chapter, I review some prominent uses of chemical abundances
to infer details about galaxy evolution and formation throughout the history of astronomy
(§1.1). Afterwards, I address the current eﬀorts in using chemical abundance distributions
to study a galaxy’s characteristics and accretion history (§1.2). Lastly, I present summaries
for Chapters 2, 3, & 4 in §1.3.

1.1 Inferring galaxy evolution and formation from chemical signatures: A brief history
Some tracers of galactic evolution have origins that extend back to the time of Big Bang
nucleosynthesis (BBN) — a time when galaxies did not even exist. Gamow, Alpher, and
others (Gamow 1946; Alpher et al. 1948; Alpher 1948) were some of the first to suggest
a cosmological origin of the elements (in addition to a stellar origin as first suggested
by Eddington’s work (Gamow 1946; Alpher et al. 1948; Alpher 1948)). Regarding early
galactic evolution, Gamow (1946) used the calculations for nucleosynthetic temperature
and density thresholds for deuterium during the first ∼ 102 seconds of the Big Bang to
posit a time ( 10 Myrs) after which the Universe was matter-dominated and cool enough
to start forming the first galaxies.
3
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The formation of the first stars, which should have occurred just prior to the formation
of the first galaxies, started an ongoing process of increasing the cache of metals in every
successive generation of stars. The cosmological era of star formation has led to three
dominant categories of stellar populations: Population I, or “the young”, metal-rich stars;
Population II, or “the old”, metal-poor stars; and Population III, or “the first (oldest)”,
metal-free stars (Oort 1926; Baade 1944; Doroshkevich et al. 1967; Carr et al. 1984). The
relative amount of stars that belong to each population in a galaxy can be attributed to
the galaxy’s various local and global star formation rates (SFRs) during its star formation
history (SFH). These various rates are generally characterized as either continuous (i.e.
having a low SFR over a long cosmological period of time) or bursty (i.e. having a high
SFR over a short cosmological period of time). Observations of galaxies of various ages
and morphologies have revealed average global SFRs that are commensurate with the
overall mass of the galaxy, its age, and its chemical content (e.g., its metallicity). In
particular, more massive or higher luminosity galaxies (i.e. galaxies with higher stellar
content) are more likely to have higher metallicities (to be more metal-rich) than less
massive or lower luminosity galaxies (i.e. galaxies with lower stellar content). This trend
is called the mass-metallicity (or luminosity-metallicity) relationship. The age-metallicity
relationship is a similar global trend which shows that older galaxies are more metalrich while younger galaxies are less metal-rich . These two trends are well established
relationships which support the notion that a galaxy’s evolution can be tracked using its
current chemical abundance distributions.
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It has been shown that the metallicity distributions of G-dwarf stars (and, in fact, all
dwarf spectral types) in the Solar neighborhood are more peaked at higher metal abundances (and are accompanied by a deficit in metal-poor stars) relative to the distributions
produced by any simple “closed-box” model. This phenomenon, called the “G-dwarf
problem” (e.g., van den Bergh 1962; Schmidt 1963; Pagel & Patchett 1975), is one example
of how chemical abundance distributions can demonstrate the need for a modification to
an existing model or understanding of galactic chemical evolution. In fact, many possible
but incomplete solutions have been posited for the “G-dwarf problem,” such as inhomogeneous star formation, “leaky-boxes” with gaseous inflows/outflows, & evolving initial
mass functions (e.g., see Caimmi 2008, and references therein). Thus, the pursuit of solving this problem alone has lead to significant advances in our understanding of galaxy
evolution by putting constraints on the ways in which chemical evolution (and hence,
stellar evolution) can proceed in galactic systems.
While the G-dwarf problem is revealed in plots of one chemical dimension (i.e. number of stars versus their [Fe/H] abundance ratios), another peculiar phenomenon, called
the “α-knee,” is revealed in plots of the two-dimensional chemical plane of [α/Fe] versus
[Fe/H] for the MW (e.g., McWilliam 1997, and references therein) and many dwarf galaxies
in the Local Group (e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2009, and references therein). This phenomenon can
be attributed to two causes: (1) an average of high [α/Fe] abundance ratio values which
form a plateau that starts from [Fe/H]  −∞ and is due to core-collapse supernovae (i.e.,
SN II, Ib, Ic, etc.) of various mass, and (2) a distinct decline in the [α/Fe] abundance ratio
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values at higher metallicities due to the onset of Type Ia supernovae (i.e. either from
binary stellar accretion or neutron star mergers) which increases the abundance of Fe in
the interstellar medium without significantly increasing α-abundances (thereby reducing
their stated ratio values). Here, chemical evolution models are once again constrained by
a chemical abundance distribution (2D in this case) which, by its nature is governed by
(at least) the system’s prior history of SFRs and any changes in its initial (stellar) mass
function (IMF) for each successive stellar population it contains.
Current eﬀorts to more clearly identify the isolated or mixed eﬀects of chemical
progenitors on their inherited chemical abundance distributions, including those found
in this thesis, are discussed briefly in the next section.

1.2 The current state of galactic chemical abundance studies
The current state of galactic chemical abundance studies is healthy and robust. Surveys
of galactic bulge, disk, and halo stars range from the SkyMapper survey (Keller et al.
2007), a southern hemisphere, all-sky survey to mirror the northern hemisphere’s Sloan
Digital Sky Survey to the GALAH survey,1 which statistically identifies the birth sites
of ∼ 106 stars in the galactic disk by their individual chemical compositions. Deeper,
more targeted campaigns to survey dwarf galaxies, e.g., ACS Nearby Galaxy Survey
(ANGST) (Dalcanton 2006; Weisz et al. 2011) will soon complement these surveys providing photometrically-derived SFHs for dwarf galaxies which can be used to independently
1

http://www.mso.anu.edu.au/galah/home.html
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challenge histories that are derived using chemical abundance distribution models (see
e.g., Karlsson et al. 2012).
Furthermore, collaborations like the Dwarf Abundance & Radial velocities Team
(DART) (see e.g., Tolstoy et al. 2004; de Boer et al. 2012, and references therein) are
specifically gathering photometric data to derive SFHs for use in tandem with chemical
abundance data in order to directly assign ages to stellar enrichment events that occurred
during each dwarf galaxy’s existence. Eﬀorts made by the DART collaboration (and the
other aforementioned studies) are further enhanced by the abundance measurements for
neutron-capture elements like Strontium (Sr) and Barium (Ba). These elements provide
strong lever arms (via their strong mass-dependent yields; see Chapter 2) for ascertaining
many of the initial conditions for progenitors to the chemical abundance distributions we
see in the MW and dwarf galaxies today.
While most, or perhaps, all galactic studies rely on some form of photometric data
to derive SFHs and other key galaxy characteristics, my aim in this thesis is to develop
techniques to make assessments about the nature of galactic systems based solely on
analysis of their chemical abundance distributions. These techniques are outlined in the
next section.

1.3 Thesis Summary
As alluded to in the beginning of this chapter, my thesis focuses on four goals:
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1. Address causes for discrepancies in chemical abundance distributions between the
halo and dwarf galaxies
2. Test whether it is possible to recover accretion history of the halo by using statistical
analysis on its chemical abundance distributions
3. Explore what measures can be taken to improve our statistical analysis for more
conclusive results
4. Discuss the framework for constructing more realistic GCE models to use in this
analysis with more chemical abundance dimensions
The first three goals are discussed in the main chapters of the thesis and are summarized
below. The fourth goal is the subject of the conclusions presented in Chapter 5.

1.3.1 Chapter 2: A Mass-Dependent Yield Origin of Neutron-Capture
Element Abundance Distributions in Ultra-Faint Dwarfs
One way to constrain the nature of the high-redshift progenitors of the Milky Way is to
look at the low-metallicity stellar populations of the diﬀerent Galactic components today.
For example, high-resolution spectroscopy of very metal poor (VMP) stars demonstrates
remarkable agreement between the distribution of [Ti/Fe] in the stellar populations of
the Milky Way halo (MW) and ultra-faint dwarf (UFD) galaxies. In contrast, for the
neutron capture (nc) abundance ratio distributions [(Sr, Ba)/Fe], the peak of the small
8
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UFD sample (6 stars) exhibits a significant under-abundance relative to the VMP stars
in the larger MW halo sample (∼ 300 stars). We present a simple scenario that can
simultaneously explain these similarities and diﬀerences in abundance ratio distributions
without including complex eﬀects such as enrichment by primordial populations with
diﬀerent yields, diﬀerences in blowout or incomplete mixing between the progenitors or
variances in the initial mass function of stars. The scenario assumes: (i) that the MW VMP
stars were predominately enriched by a prior generation of stars which possessed a higher
total mass than the prior generation of stars that enriched the UFD VMP stars; and (ii) a
much stronger mass-dependent yield (MDY) for nc elements than for the (known) MDY
for Ti. Simple statistical tests demonstrate that conditions (i) and (ii) are consistent with
the observed abundance distributions, although the limited size of the current data sets
does not allow strong constraints to be placed on the precise masses of prior generations
or form of the MDY for Sr/Ba. A comparison of the broad constraints for these nc MDY
with those derived in the literature seems to rule out Ba production from low-mass SNs
and aﬃrms models that primarily generate yields from high-mass SN. Our scenario can
be confirmed by a relatively modest (factor of ∼ 3 − 4) increase in the number of highresolution spectra of VMP stars in UFDs. If the nc yields are as strongly mass-dependent
as this study suggests (barring other eﬀects), then these new samples should contain some
stars with significantly over-abundant [(Sr, Ba)/Fe] ratios.
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1.3.2 Chapter 3: Reconstructing the Accretion History of the Stellar
Halo

While many observational studies have placed limits on the quantity and quality of accreted dwarf galaxies’ contributions to the Milky Way (MW) stellar halo, no study has
given a detailed account of their total relative contributions. In this study we explore
what might be learned from the chemical abundances found in stars of the stellar halo.
We utilize a statistical procedure called the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm on
≥ 103−4 mock observations of the stellar chemical abundance ratios ([α/Fe], [Fe/H]) (from
Robertson et al. 2005; Font et al. 2006) found in the eleven simulated “MW-like” halos of
Bullock & Johnston (2005) to recover the relative stellar mass contributions from representative accreted dwarf galaxies (templates). By “naively” partitioning templates by their
accretion times (i.e. equally separating them in time), and assigning mass separations
largely by decades ranging from ∼ 0 − 109 M , we find that we can recover at least 90%
of the total relative stellar mass contributions (from each progenitor template) to within
a factor of 2. Furthermore, we examine how the dwarf galaxy parameter dimensions of
time and mass aﬀect the amount of information expressed in the chemical abundance distributions of each template and suggest ways to improve the EM algorithm’s performance
by decreasing degeneracies between all templates that are used concurrently in EM estimation. We conclude that in the near-future high-resolution spectroscopic surveys of the
stellar halo will allow us to recover its accretion history across cosmic time with particular
10
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sensitivity to the lowest mass systems accreted.

1.3.3 Chapter 4: Optimization of Accretion History Profile Estimates
To recover the accretion history of simulated MW-like halos with more accuracy we
construct an algorithm called the Hellinger distance partition algorithm (HDPA). The
algorithm incorporates a statistical measure called the Hellinger distance to optimize our
selection of dwarf galaxy templates for use with the EM algorithm. In our work, we present
EM estimates derived from the use of HDPA-generated templates to demonstrate that the
HDPA performs better than our “naive” partitioning algorithm in reducing degeneracies
amongst satellite template sets.
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Chapter 2
A Mass-Dependent Yield Origin of
Neutron-Capture Element Abundance
Distributions in Ultra-Faint Dwarfs1

2.1 Introduction
Our understanding of galaxies forming in a hierarchical universe suggests that a large
fraction – and possibly the majority – of stars now in the halo of the Milky Way (MW) originally formed in smaller separate systems that were subsequently accreted and disrupted
by our Galaxy (as originally proposed by Searle & Zinn 1978), with the remainder formed
1

This chapter is a reformatted version of an article by the same name by Duane M. Lee et al.that can be
found in The Astrophysical Journal, Volume 774, Issue 2, Article 103 (14pp). The abstract for this paper is
reproduced in Section 1.3.1.
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in situ within the main Galactic progenitor (Eggen et al. 1962; Abadi et al. 2003a,b; Zolotov
et al. 2010; McCarthy et al. 2012; Tissera et al. 2012). While the relative contributions of
accreted and in situ populations remain uncertain, simulations in which the stellar halo is
assumed to be formed entirely by accretion (Bullock & Johnston 2005; Cooper et al. 2010)
have been shown to have levels of substructure in space, velocities and stellar populations
that are broadly consistent with observations (Bell et al. 2008; Schlaufman et al. 2009; Xue
et al. 2011). This raises the following question: to what extent can the small systems
that survive today (e.g. the satellite galaxies of the MW) be exploited to understand the
properties of the small systems that fell in long ago (i.e. the primordial progenitors of the
MW halo)?
One approach to this question is to compare and contrast the chemical abundance
patterns of the stars in the stellar halo with those in satellite galaxies. For example, at
metallicities [Fe/H]  −2, stars in the low-mass classical dwarf spheroidals generally have
lower α-element abundances than halo stars (as seen in compilations by Venn et al. 2004;
Geisler et al. 2007). The observed diﬀerences can be explained, in general, by the low
star formation rates and eﬃciencies detected in low mass dwarf spheroidals versus the
likely progenitors of most halo stars (see, e.g., review by Tolstoy et al. 2009). Assuming
a continuous star formation history, it is true that for all galaxies there exists an epoch
for which no appreciable contributions from Type Ia supernovas (which predominantly
produce the decline in [α/Fe]) are seen. This means that cosmological and astrophysical
eﬀects, which can prematurely quench star formation in galaxies such as reionization
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(Hoeft et al. 2006) and ram pressure stripping (Mayer et al. 2006), may determine whether
low α-abundance ratios appear in systems that are accreted early-on. Therefore, these
diﬀerences can also be explained within the hierarchical picture of structure formation as
a result of star formation histories of the surviving satellites being much more extended
than those of the progenitors of the bulk of the Halo (Robertson et al. 2005; Font et al. 2006).
However, this statement pertaining to late-time evolution still begs the question: to what
extent are the progenitors of the stellar halo similar to the progenitors of the MW’s satellite
galaxies? This can be addressed by comparing the abundance patterns of stars found in
the “Very Metal Poor” (VMP) tail of the metallicity distribution (specifically those VMP
stars with [Fe/H] < −2.5) which, because of their low metallicities, are supposed to have
formed early on in the history of the Universe.
The open black triangles in the top panel of Figure 2.1 demonstrate that the stellar
halo has an average Titanium-to-Iron abundance ratio ([Ti/Fe]) that is roughly constant
at all metallicities (measured by [Fe/H]), with a small dispersion that widens in the VMP
population. This dispersion can arise when the stochastic nature of star formation is convolved with chemical yields that depend on the masses of the enriching stars (Audouze &
Silk 1995; Ryan et al. 1996; McWilliam 1997, 1998; Norris et al. 2000). For example, Karlsson
& Gustafsson (2005) point out that some VMP stars inherit their chemical compositions
from gas enriched by just one or a few supernovae (SNe) and have the potential to reflect
the full range of abundance ratios implied by the yields from stars of diﬀerent masses (see
also the discussion in Karlsson 2005; Tumlinson 2006; Carigi & Hernandez 2008; Koch
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Figure 2.1: A compilation of data reproduced from Frebel (2010) showing a comparison
in abundance ratio patterns with Fe for Ti and two nc-elements (Sr, Ba) versus [Fe/H].
Top: Distribution of [Ti/Fe] in MW halo stars (black open triangles) versus UF stars (green
upside-down triangles). Middle: Distributions for [Sr/Fe] (nc-element abundance ratio).
Bottom: Distributions for [Ba/Fe] (nc-element abundance ratio). Adjacent panels on the
right show the relative number distributions, binned by 0.2 dex, for all stars below [Fe/H]
= -2.5. Note that stars with upper limits are not included here. See §2.4.2 for details.
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2009; Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2010). Indeed, the range in [Ti/Fe] exhibited in the stellar halo
data at low [Fe/H] is consistent with the predictions for the range in individual yields of Ti
from models of exploding stars of diﬀerent masses (Nomoto et al. 2006; Heger & Woosley
2010). In contrast, most stars found with higher metallicities must have been enriched
by many SNe, so all their abundances are closer to the average yield for the combined
population which can be estimated by integrating the mass-dependent yields (MDY) of
the individual stars over the initial mass function (IMF) of enriching stars.
The black open triangles in the lower panels of Figure 2.1 reveal a much wider
spread in abundance ratios for the neutron-capture (nc) elements (here, Barium (Ba) and
Strontium (Sr)) for VMP stars found in the stellar halo compared to Ti in the upper panel.
At these metallicities, Roederer et al. (2010) suggest (see their Figure 13) that the same
massive stars that produce Ti (and the α-elements it emulates) also produce nc-elements
(thought to originate from core-collapse SN explosions via the r-process and perhaps
from AGB/pre-SN winds via the s-process) but the forms of the MDYs for Sr and Ba are
essentially unknown.2 Hence, one viable explanation of the observed diﬀerence in the
abundance ratio range between Ti and nc-elements for VMP stars is to again appeal to
the stochastic nature of metal enrichment, but now assume a much stronger MDY for
nc-elements than for Ti.
The green upside-down triangles in Figure 2.1 show abundance ratio measurements

2

There may be a few stars that seem to suggest that this relationship breaks down for stellar progenitors
with masses  20M . However, Roederer et al. (2010) state that such stars are probably enriched by unusual
SNe at these low metallicites (see their 21st footnote).
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in stars in the ultra-faint dwarf satellites (UFD) of the MW (Frebel et al. 2010; Norris
et al. 2010; Simon et al. 2010; Frebel 2010, and references therein). The Ti distributions
for the VMP stars in the UFDs (green upside-down triangles) are very similar to the
stellar halo (black open triangles), while the nc distributions show a significant diﬀerence,
with a clear oﬀset between the medians of the two populations that exceeds the spread
due to systematic and observational errors (Frebel 2010). Several types of “diﬀerences”
can be invoked to explain the origin of the galaxy-dependence of these abundance ratio
distributions:
1. Diﬀerences in the mixing of Ti versus nc-elements due to diﬀerences in the formation
site and process for each element, and, as a consequence, diﬀerences in the resultant
properties of the enriched ejecta. Assuming that MW progenitors are predominantly
larger in size, gas content, and dark matter mass than UFD progenitors, the strength
of this eﬀect is mediated by two environmental factors: (i) the depth of the gravitational potential dictates to what extent the diﬀerent products can be blown out
of their respective galaxies by core-collapse SNe; and (ii) the size and dynamics of
local gas reservoirs influences how far the products can be evenly mixed in their
respective galaxies.
2. Diﬀerences in the IMF or MDY of enriching stars due to preferential enrichment
of UFDs from primordial populations of hypernovae (Nomoto et al. 2006) and/or
pair-instability SN (PISN) ejecta from Pop III stars (see Frebel & Bromm 2012, and
their “Case B” for a discussion of these scenarios).
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3. Diﬀerences in the total masses of stars enriching the VMP populations in the MW
halo and UFD (hereafter the “stochastic argument,” similar to Case A of Frebel &
Bromm 2012).
Note that all of the explanations above implicitly assume that the UFD progenitors are
chemically isolated from MW halo progenitors, which has recently been demonstrated to
be a plausible supposition in an analysis of N-body simulations by Corlies et al. (2013,
submitted to ApJ).
In this paper, we restrict our attention to the last of these “diﬀerences”, which we
consider the simplest model possible. We extend the discussion of dispersions and skews
already in the literature to look at how stochastic chemical enrichment can influence the
full shape of chemical abundance ratio distributions. Our aim is to isolate the influence of
this one eﬀect alone. Specifically, we examine to what extent the current abundance ratio
distributions of VMP stars in the MW halo and UFDs can be explained without appealing
to diﬀerences in mixing, varying the IMF or adopting unique yields. In §2.2, we outline
and describe the assumptions made in our models. In §2.3, we present the general trends
in the shapes of abundance ratio distributions produced by our models due to stochastic
enrichment. In §2.4, we determine the likelihood of drawing the observed distributions of
abundance ratios (found in the MW halo and the UFDs) from our simple models. In §2.5,
we discuss the implications and limitations of our results in connection with expectations
from other related studies. Finally, in §2.6, we summarize our results and discuss a
possible test of the scenario with near-future observations.
18
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2.2 General Approach
Our aim is to determine whether a simple model can simultaneously explain both the
similarities in the distribution of [Ti/Fe] and the diﬀerences between the distributions of
[(Sr,Ba)/Fe] seen for the two systems (the MW halo and the UFDs) represented in Figure
2.1. In our model, we assume that: i) the abundance ratios in each observed star represents
enrichment from a previous enriching stellar generation (ESG); (ii) the stars within each
ESG are sampled from a “normal” (Salpeter) IMF and produce enrichment with a powerlaw MDY; and iii) the stellar abundance ratio distributions for each system are the signature
of enrichment from an ensemble of ESGs of a characteristic mass, MESG . Note that our
simple model assumes that enrichment from Pop III, metal-free stars with peculiar yields
does not have a significant eﬀect on abundance ratio patterns at the metallicities observed
in UFDs.

2.2.1 Enriching stellar generation
Each ESG represents the combined enrichment by stars of total mass MESG that could
be formed in one or many diﬀerent star clusters. Each ESG realization results from a
Monte-Carlo sampling of a Salpeter (1955) IMF where

ξ=

dN
= m−α
dm
19
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and α = 2.35. We assume that the lower and upper stellar mass limit for the IMF are
mlow = 0.08M and mupp = 40, respectively. (In Appendix A, a range of upper stellar mass
limits, mupp = 30 − 80M , are explored.) The lower threshold for stars contributing to
chemical enrichment is taken to be menrich,low = 8M . The number of draws from the IMF
is determined by the total and, subsequently, the remaining mass available to form a ESG
of ∼ MESG . Since this sequence of draws terminates when the total mass drawn exceeds
MESG , the actual ESG created only approximates the designated mass.

2.2.2 Stellar enrichment
Each ESG realization produces a total mass yield for each element X by summation over
all individual yields mX generated from stars of masses m ≥ 8M . These yields are
determined by a power law of index κX and normalization βX :

mX = βX · mκX

(2.2)

In our models, we are assuming that the sources of enrichment are the same in both UFD
and MW halo stars.
Currently, our models only take into account stellar enrichment from massive, shortlived stars which are thought to be the dominant source of enrichment for the VMP
populations in both systems. Enrichment by long-lived, low mass stars (excluding binaries) is assumed to become important only at higher metallicities. Although Ba is an
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archetypical s-process element at higher metallicities, the trace amounts of Ba observed
in the VMP stars we are modeling are produced in core-collapse SNe by the r-process.
There is also a large number of stars with measurable Sr abundances for the same VMP
population even though Sr is primarily an s-process element thought to originate from
the AGB phase in low-mass stars (known as the main s-process). Therefore, we anticipate
that Sr-enrichment in the VMP population comes from a short-lived, but intense, preSN/super-AGB phase from massive stars, contributing weak s-process elements to the ISM
prior to the SN phase (Herwig 2005); or, perhaps, is simply indicative of r-process at low
metallicities (Roederer et al. 2010). Recent evidence pointing to fast rotating, massive stars
as a viable source for s-process elements like Sr can be found in Chiappini et al. (2011),
Frischknecht et al. (2012), and references therein. Hence, mX in our models represents a
combined eﬀective yield from both the pre-SN and SN phases of a star of mass m≥ 8M .
To construct abundance ratios, we first need to account for the common denominator
— Fe abundance. The theoretical yield for Fe tabulated in Nomoto et al. (2006) varies only
slightly over the range of enriching stellar masses examined — indeed, some previous
studies using theoretical Fe yields of  0.05M have assumed invariant Fe yields for SN
ejecta. For consistency with other yields adopted in our models, we set yield parameters
for Fe by fitting a power law to the Nomoto et al. (2006) predictions to find βFe = 0.0607
M and κFe = 0.072.
Figure 2.2 shows our fits to the Nomoto et al. (2006) theoretical yields at Z = 0.001
( Z /18) for Fe along with fits to archetypical α-element MDYs. Also shown is our fit for
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Figure 2.2: Left: Log-log plot of element mass yield versus progenitor stellar mass showing
linear fits (black solid lines) with parameters βX and κX for some α-elements, Ti and
Fe MDYs from Nomoto et al. (2006). Right: Linear plot of element mass yield versus
progenitor stellar mass showing the derived power-law fits (black solid lines) for each
element shown in the left plot.

Ti, which we chose as our known theoretical MDY because it exhibits the lowest scatter
around a power-law fit and has a weak MDY.3
For Ti, the power law fit yields an index of κTi = 0.937. The yield normalization
βTi is adjusted to maintain agreement between the average abundance ratio calculated
for our assumed IMF,

 
Ti
Fe

IMF

(βTi , κTi ), and average observed abundance ratio,

 
Ti
Fe

OBS

,

calculated for our VMP ([Fe/H] < -2.5) MW halo sample (see Appendix B). This adjustment
is made to compensate for the failure of the Nomoto models to get the amount of “fallback”
The choice to run models with Z = 0.001 yields versus Z = 0 was arbitrary. However, the diﬀerence in
MDYs derived for Z = 0.001 (κFe = 0.072 and κTi = 0.937) versus Z = 0 (κFe = 0.086 and κTi = 1.130) are not
significant to this study and use of either set of yields would lead to the same overall results.
3
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for Ti correct in their SN explosions (for an explanation, see Figure 12 and §8.2 in their
paper).
For Sr and Ba, which have no firm yield predictions, we examine a range in κX
(−20 ≤ κX ≤ 20) which is wide enough to reveal the relative eﬀects of stochastic sampling
in ESGs of diﬀerent mass (see §2.4.3-2.4.4) and allows for a comparison to some proposed
yields in the literature (see §2.5.1). For each κX a βX is derived by again requiring a match
to the observed average in the MW halo sample, assumed to arise from the fully-sampled
IMF.
Finally, it should be noted that while we do track the production of Fe in each ESG
realization, we do not explicitly follow evolution in [Fe/H] since the latter is not critical
to the scope of this project and would require more detailed assumptions regarding star
formation eﬃciency, mixing, infall, and blowout.

2.2.3 Parent distributions and synthetic “Child” samples
Following the prescription given in §2.2.2, each ESG realization from §2.2.1 produces a
chemical abundance ratio for [X/Fe] (where X represents Ti, Ba or Sr), which is supposed
to represent a possible enrichment pattern for a subset of the total population of stars that
exist in the observed systems. Thus, each ESG produces one enrichment pattern from
which many stars can sample. However, the numbers are proportional to how common
that enrichment pattern is (as determined by the distribution of patterns from the ESGs
generated). For a given set of parameters (MESG , κX ) we construct two-dimensional
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“parent distributions” in the [Sr/Fe]-[Ti/Fe] and [Ba/Fe]-[Ti/Fe] planes from ensembles
of enrichment by 1000 ESGs. Each parent represents a model for the intrinsic stellar
distribution from which we can draw random synthetic samples (“children”) to compare
to the MW halo and UFD observed data distributions. Each child contains the same number
of synthetic stars as the number of observed stars and their stellar abundance ratios are
scattered by observational errors which are taken to be 0.15 dex (as a conservative lower
bound).

2.3 Results I: General Eﬀects
In this section we develop some intuition by examining the eﬀect of varying parameters
(MESG , κX ) on the shape of the abundance ratio distribution in [X/Fe] in one dimension.

2.3.1 Phenomenological expectations
Figure 2.3 illustrates schematically the trends we expect to see in our distributions resulting
from the combination of the IMF, the MDY(κX ), and the number of enriching stars, n ,
generated in a ESG (which is proportional, on average, to MESG ).
In panel A, the Salpeter IMF is shown, illustrating that many more lower mass stars
are produced for a given number of high mass stars in any ESG. This property is generic to
all proposed IMFs in nearby galactic environments investigated in the literature (Kroupa
2002; Chabrier 2003; Elmegreen & Scalo 2005; Elmegreen 2006, 2007).
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Figure 2.3: A schematic displaying the assumptions of our model and the various eﬀects
that arise from convolving the IMF, MDY, and the number of enriching stars per ESG, n ,
together. Note that n is not exactly proportional to the characteristic ESG mass, MESG , due
to stochastic sampling of the IMF. However, n does give some indication of the magnitude
of MESG . Panel A shows a plot of the Salpeter IMF used in our models, indicating a large
ratio of low-to-high mass stars produced in ESGs. Panel B displays three diﬀerent MDY
“strengths” measured by the slope κX as indicated by approximately zero (dotted), low
(dashed), and high (solid) labelled lines. These MDY strengths result in the trends we
expect to find in abundance ratio distributions for VMP stars (shown in panel C). Panel C
shows the three types of distributions that can arise for diﬀerent positive MDYs resulting
from the convolution of the IMF and MDYs for four diﬀerent characteristic values of n .
The shades/outlines of the distributions represent the “strength” of the MDY (as shown
in panel B): κ ∼ 0 (dark grey; dotted line), κ ∼ low (grey; dashed line), and κ ∼ high (light
grey; solid line).
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In panel B, the MDY for various κX are shown: an approximately constant mass yield
across all stellar masses (κX  0), a small/weak change in mass yield (low κX values), and
a large/strong change in mass yield (high κX values). It should be noted that these power
law fits are a rough 1st -order approximation to the non-monotonic functions for MDYs
anticipated in nucleosynthetic yield models (e.g. Nomoto et al. 2006; Heger & Woosley
2010) for both Ti and nc-elements. The detailed shape of these functions will be another
key factor which contributes to the range and shape of observed abundance ratios, but is
not considered in this paper to keep our models as simple as possible (and because the
mass-dependence of stellar yields for most elements is not well understood at present).
In panel C, trends in the distribution of yields from an ensemble of enriching ESGs
as a result of combining the IMF with MDY (IMF⊗MDY) are shown for diﬀerent numbers
of enriching stars per ESG, n .
In the limit of n = ∞ (right hand plot of panel C) complete sampling of the IMF is
achieved, resulting in a single mean value


X
Fe


IMF

=



X
Fe


(2.3)
OBS

for all realizations.
In the opposite limit of n =1 (left-hand plot of panel C), we expect to directly sample
the full range of yields contributed from individual stars, with frequencies dictated by
the IMF. Hence a strong MDY (high κX ; solid line/light-shaded area) will produce a wide
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distribution while a weak MDY (low κX ; dotted line/dark-shaded area) will produce a
narrow one. For positive κX , the skew of these distributions will be positive or rightskewed, meaning that their extended tails are found to the right of the median and peaks
are found to the left. In the case of negative κX (not shown), the skew of the distributions
will become negative, with the extended tail to the left of the median. A wide range of
distributions can be observed between these two limits. For an element X with large,
positive κX (solid lines and light-gray areas in Figure 2.3), various distributions can be
exhibited depending on the value of n .
For example, with n =“few”, the convolution of yields with the IMF from a few
enrichers can generate negatively-skewed (left-skewed) distributions.4 Although massive
enrichers are found less frequently than their lower mass counterparts, their individual
chemical yields can dwarf those contributed by lower mass stars. Hence, the orientation
of the tail of the distribution can flip compared to the n = 1 case due to the weighted
contribution of the “few” high mass enrichers with large absolute yields.
For n =“many”, the average number of n realized in each ESG is high enough to start
altering the distribution from a poisson-like distribution to a gaussian-like distribution via
the law of large numbers. This eﬀect arises from a counter-balance between the plentiful,
although low impact, low-mass enrichers and the sparse, yet high impact, high-mass
enrichers which leads to an “erosion” of possible abundance ratios at the margins of the

4

This tendency is modulated by the specific number of stars, the strength of the MDY, and the upperlimit of the IMF within this range. Therefore, positively-skewed and gaussian-like distributions are not
necessarily excluded.
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distribution (homogenization), thus narrowing the distribution in accordance with the
central limit theorem.

2.3.2 Model distributions
We can assess the validity of our phenomenological expectations, given in §2.3.1, by
examining ensembles of many ESGs realized with identical parameters, to create chemical
abundance ratio probability distributions. The features of interest are systematic changes
in the: 1) variance (dispersion), 2) skewness (lopsidedness), and 3) kurtosis (peakedness)
of the distribution. As noted in §2.2.2, the “means” of our distributions are set by the
observed average abundance ratio but these higher moments emerge from the parameters
specified for κX and MESG .

Figure 2.4: Distributions of abundance ratios produced from 1000 realizations of an ESG,
with MESG = 102 M (left panel), 103 M (middle panel), and 104 M (right panel). Color of
the distribution refers to the corresponding κX used for the MDY: 3 (red), 6 (green) and
9 (blue). The black vertical dotted line shows the average for all ESGs with κX = 0. The
average number of enriching core-collapse supernovas are represented by <n >.
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Figures 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate the general trends found for various parameters (κX ,
MESG ). Figure 2.4 shows a number of features in these distributions that are similar to
both our schematic framework and the observed distributions. Each panel corresponds
to a diﬀerent decade in MESG (= 102 , 103, 104 M respectively) realized 1000 times to create
distributions with average number of enriching stars given by <n >  1,  7, and 
65, analogous to the one, “few”, and “many” enrichers in the schematic in Figure 2.3.
Comparing the diﬀerent colored histograms within each panel, increasing the value of κX
= 3 (red), 6 (green) and 9 (blue) leads to a broadening of the distribution. The black vertical
dotted line shows the average for the distributions which correspond to yields from all
ESGs generated with κX = 0. Comparing the same colored histograms across the panels,
shows stochastic eﬀects producing right-skewed distributions for n ∼ 1 (left panel), leftskewed distributions for n ∼ “few” (middle panel) and gaussian-like distributions for
n ∼ “many” (right panel).
Figure 2.5 shows the general trends for negative MDYs. A comparison between
Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 demonstrates that distributions derived with positive MDYs for
X cause negatively or positively skewed distributions while negative MDYs only lead to
negatively skewed distributions.
Most importantly, if we compare Figure 2.4 to the observations (“by eye”) we see that
the simple stochastic picture can be supported if the following criteria are met:
• Abundance ratios in MW halo stars reflect enrichment by ESG with masses suﬃcient
to produce “few”-to-“many” enrichers, while abundance ratios in UFD stars reflect
29
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enrichment by ESG with masses that would produce roughly “one” enricher;
• Ti is well approximated by low κX , resulting in a similar distribution for any n (or
MESG );
• nc-element yields are well approximated by high |κX |, resulting in noticeably diﬀerent
distributions for low versus high n (or MESG ).

Figure 2.5: Figure is the similar to Figure 2.4 but shows distributions derived from negative
MDYs.

2.4 Results II: Observational Constraints On Model Parameters
Having demonstrated in principle that skewed abundance ratio distributions can be obtained when incomplete sampling of the IMF is coupled with strong MDYs we now assess
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whether this explanation is suﬃcient to explain the current observed samples.

2.4.1 Selecting a comparison sample
As stated earlier, our models were designed to track stellar abundance ratios that originate
from the evolution of high-mass stars that are not in binary systems (i.e., the combined
yields from a super-AGB/pre-SN phase and/or post-SN wind). Hence we select our sample
from the Frebel (2010) compilation to exclude stars whose abundance ratios are likely to
include enrichment from other sources.
Specifically, abundance ratio contributions from low-mass stars (e.g. AGB winds or
Type Ia SNe) are limited by looking at VMP stars (with [Fe/H] < -2.5 in our case): because
of their low-metallicity, VMP stars are assumed to have formed before long-lived lowmass stars had a chance to contribute significantly to chemical enrichment Vargas et al.
(2013).
In addition, we use Figure 2.6 to exclude stars whose abundance patterns could
reflect enrichment during binary evolution by identifying those stars that fall within the
abundance ratio boundaries of [Ba/Fe] > 1.0 dex and [Ba/Eu] > 0.5 dex (indicated by the
grey rectangular region, from the diagnostic prescription listed in the review by Beers
& Christlieb 2005). These “Barium stars” are thought to be produced during binary
evolution from s-process-enhanced Barium enrichment in the common envelope (Smith
& Lambert 1990; McClure & Woodsworth 1990) or wind accretion (Boﬃn & Jorissen 1988)
phases. The validity of this simple diagnostic is confirmed by the locations of the stars
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highlighted in red and blue which indicate where Frebel (2010), using a more detailed
abundance ratio analysis, designated stars as enriched by both r+s-process (in red) or by
r-process (either class I or II) alone (in blue). For those stars with no Eu detection (vertical
grey stripe) we also exclude those stars with [Ba/Fe] > 1.0 dex since a non-detection for
Eu ensures that [Ba/Eu] >> 0.5 dex.
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 display our final samples in the [Sr/Fe]-[Ti/Fe] and [Ba/Fe]-[Ti/Fe]
planes containing 322 stars (nMW = 316 and nUF = 6) and 269 stars (nMW = 263 and nUF = 6),
respectively. As noted above, these samples are limited to stars not designated as “Barium
stars” with [Fe/H] < −2.5. In addition, only stars with values for both elements (either
Sr and Ti or Ba and Ti) that are definitively measured are included (i.e. excluding upper
limits).

2.4.2 Comparing data and models with a “paternal likelihood test”
To directly compare our models to observations, we construct a test to determine the
likelihood that the observed stellar abundance ratio samples for the MW halo or UFDs,
shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8, could be drawn from the 2-d parent distributions generated
by a particular parameter set (see §2.2.3). Our “paternal-likelihood test” is built around
the comparison of our samples to each parent using the D-statistic derived from the twodimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov (2dKS) test (Press 1992). The D-statistic represents the
maximum (supremum) diﬀerence between two cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
— a smaller diﬀerence indicates a higher likelihood that both CDFs are drawn from the
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Figure 2.6: [Ba/Fe] vs. [Ba/Eu] for the VMP (below [Fe/H] = -2.5) stars in the MW halo/UFD
data set. Black triangles are MW halo stars without given r- or s-process abundance ratio
designations. Blue squares refer to stars with r-process abundance ratios (either class I
or II) and red diamonds refer to r+s-process stars as designated by Frebel (2010). The
pure r-process upper-limit, designated Barium stars (exclusion) region, and stars with
non-detections of Europium and identified by a dashed grey line, grey rectangular region,
and dark grey stripe, respectively (see text for explanation).
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Figure 2.7: [Sr/Fe] vs. [Ti/Fe] for our compiled observed MW halo/UFD data set. Symbols
are the same as those defined in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.8: [Ba/Fe] vs. [Ti/Fe] for our compiled observed MW halo/UFD data set. Symbols
are the same as those defined in Figure 2.6.
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same population.
While the values of the D-statistic can be used to rank our parameter sets given the
observed data, the 2dKS test alone is insuﬃcient for our purposes. The multitude of
possible data orderings used to create CDFs in multi-dimensional samples (Peacock 1983;
Fasano & Franceschini 1987) means that the D-statistic cannot be simply converted to
a likelihood in a model-independent manner. This problem is particularly challenging
given the small number of stars (6) used in the UFD samples where large diﬀerences
in D-statistics between parameter sets may not actually represent significantly diﬀerent
likelihoods. Our paternal-likelihood test addresses this limitation by generating child-parent
distances (Dcp ) for a large number of synthetic child samples (with sample sizes equaling
the observed data size) drawn (bootstrapped) from the parent. The distribution of Dcp can
then be used to assess the likelihood of observing the distance Ddp between the collected
data samples and the parent.
Specifically, we generate nchildren = 100 from each parent (defined by parameters MESG ,
κX , mupp ). Each child is comprised of n randomly-sampled stellar abundance ratios from
the parent distribution where n equals the number of observed stars from the observed
comparison data sample. Figure 2.9, for example, shows a distribution of D-statistic
ranks calculated for the [Ti/Fe]-[Ba/Fe]-plane using children drawn from one of our parent
distributions to assess parental likelihood for the MW halo (upper panel) and UFDs
(lower panel), respectively. The spreads in the distributions are influenced by both the
observational/systematic errors and the sample size. As expected, a larger sample of
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stellar abundance ratios increases our certainty about the likely parent of the observed
distribution.
We assess the significance of the comparison rankings between the observational
data and the parent, Ddp (indicated by vertical dashed line in Figure 2.9) by calculating a
p-value — i.e. the fraction of children that are ranked as more diﬀerent from the parent
than the observed data (shown as the fraction of the histogram that lies to the right of the
vertical line in Figure 2.9):

p − value =

nchildren (Dcp > Ddp )
nchildren

.

(2.4)

The higher the p-value, the more likely the observed abundance ratios are a potential
“oﬀspring” of the parent.

2.4.3 Results from the [Ti/Fe]-[Sr/Fe] plane
Figure 2.10 summarizes the results of our paternal likelihood test applied to the MW halo
(upper panel) and UFD (lower panel) samples in the [Ti/Fe]-[Sr/Fe] plane. The color of
the plot indicates the likelihood (i.e. the p-value) of the observations being drawn from a
parent of particular MESG and κX , and for a fixed Mupp = 40M .5 .
We find that some spurious likelihoods can arise from models that have sample dispersions of ∼0.3 dex
or less (i.e., on par with the observational or systematic errors) These artifacts are caused by a limitation in
the way the 2dKS test handles models with a relative dearth of data sampled in the wings of its distribution
(see Babu & Feigelson (2006); Babu & Rao (2004); Stephens (1974) for an explanation). Models with intrinsic
dispersions of  0 are emblematic of this limitation. Fortunately, such models can be trivially identified (by
their aforementioned dispersions) to be incompatible with the observed data and are therefore recorded
with likelihoods of less than 5%.
5
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Figure 2.9: Histograms show the distributions of the child-parent D-statistic, Dcp , for
“children” with the same size as the observed Ba data sets (n = 316 for MW, upper panel;
n = 6 for UFDs, lower panel) drawn from parents with model parameters κX = 9.5, MESG MW
= 103.5M (top) and MESG UF = 102.0 M (bottom). Bin sizes equal |DMax -DMin |/10 in D range.
The vertical line marks the D-statistic for the observed data sets, Ddp .
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From the upper panel it is immediately apparent that models with MESG  103 M
are preferred in generating MW halo-like distributions. Furthermore, these models are
consistent with a wide range of |κX |  2 values due to the degeneracy between stochastic
sampling of the IMF (governed by MESG ) and the eﬀect of varying the strength of the MDY:
the IMF is more completely sampled as MESG gets larger which will tend to homogenize
the stellar abundance ratios, but this eﬀect can be compensated for with a higher MDY
strength in order to maintain a suﬃcient width to match the MW halo distribution.
Diﬀerences between the location and width of the trends apparent in the upper panel
for ±κSr can be attributed to the relative weighting of low/high-mass enrichers in each case.
Since there are significantly more low-mass enrichers than high-mass enrichers generated
for MESG  a few hundred solar masses, homogenization is reached sooner for negative
κX (i.e. at a lower ESG mass) than for ESGs with a positive κX . Also, the smaller width of
the probability distribution for κX < 0 reflects the diminished contributions of high mass
stars because they are (in this scenario) both rare and have yields that are small relative
to their less massive counterparts, thus shrinking the range of MESG capable of producing
the observed MW halo distribution.
The lower panel displays the results of the same analysis for the six stars in the UFD
sample. The two regions of significant likelihood are analogs to the negative and positive
κX trends found for the MW halo, but the paucity of observed stars in the UFD sample
means that a much broader set of models are compatible with the observed chemical
distributions. Therefore, we see models with substantial likelihoods (p-values) across
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more than two decades in MESG for a variety of κX values. Despite the breadth of possible
solutions found in each panel, they demonstrate (as a whole) that our simple model of
stochastic enrichment is suﬃcient to explain the Ti and Sr abundance ratio distributions in
the MW halo and UFDs simultaneously, provided that: (i) the UFD systems were enriched
by a lower ESG mass than the progenitors to the MW halo stars; and (ii) Sr yields can be
characterized by a power law with a relatively larger |κX | when compared to Ti yields.

2.4.4 Results from the [Ti/Fe]-[Ba/Fe] plane
Figure 2.11 summarizes our analysis of model comparisons to samples observed in the
[Ti/Fe]-[Ba/Fe] plane. This figure oﬀers additional confirmation of the results from the
[Ti/Fe]-[Sr/Fe] plane: that the same simple model of stochastic enrichment with the same
masses for MW halo and UFD enrichers preferred can also explain the distributions in
this plane. The UFD results here suggest a slightly lower κX for the MDY of Ba compared
to Sr. Also, in the case of Ba, a negative MDY seems highly unlikely from our analysis.
This result can be explained by comparing the UFD distributions from Figures 2.7 and 2.8
to the MESG = 102 M models from Figure 2.5. It is apparent that a smaller negative oﬀset
along with a high concentration of abundances is favored in the models (Figure 2.5). A
comparison of the observed distributions (Figures 2.7 and 2.8) reveals that [Sr/Fe] values
are significantly more similar to the negative κX for MESG = 102 M models than the [Ba/Fe]
values. However, it should be noted that we rule out the existence of a negative κBa
based on the MW halo data as the current UFD data are inconclusive on their own. In the
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Figure 2.10: Figure shows the likelihood (p-value) distribution for the MW halo (upper
panel) and UFDs (lower panel) derived from diﬀerent models with Mupp = 40M (reflecting the [Ti/Fe]-[Sr/Fe] plane) as a function of MESG and κX for Sr yields. See text for
explanation of features.
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next section, our results for “allowed” MDY strengths are compared with the most recent
yields found the literature.

Figure 2.11: Figure is the same as Figure 2.10 for Ba yields.
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Chieﬃ & Limongi (2004) and Limongi & Chieﬃ (2012) provide another set of theoretical MDYs for Sr. From Chieﬃ & Limongi (2004) we find that the estimated MDYs for Sr
given for progenitors with z > 0 to z  z results in strengths that are 1  κSr  4. The
MDY for Sr for zero metallicity stars is κSr  8 — compatible with our work. However,
more recent work by the same authors (Limongi & Chieﬃ 2012) produces a κSr  5 for
zero metallicity stars. This result is only marginally compatible with our findings.
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(neutron-capture)

Table 2.1: Strength of Mass-Dependent Yields
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2.5 Discussion
In this section, we evaluate how our model-derived MDY strengths compare to others
found in the literature. We also examine how our selection of data aﬀects our reported
results.

2.5.1 Comparison to Other MDY Estimates
In Table 2.1 we compare our derived MDY strengths to the latest predictions given in the
literature. In particular, we compare our values to those extracted from ab initio yields
(i.e. yields derived from simulations) for Sr given in Frischknecht (2012, PhD Thesis) and
from inferred values from the ab initio- and empirically-derived yields (i.e. chosen to match
observations) for Sr and Ba applied in Cescutti & Chiappini (2013).
• Empirical Yields for Sr and Ba (8 − 10M production site) In Cescutti & Chiappini’s
work, their homogenous stochastic models are chosen to fit the general distribution
of halo stars without binary enrichment. These models, which they refer to as
empirical models, are employed by the authors to examine the distributions produced
by applying both their empirically-determined MDYs for the standard r- (and extended
r-)process sites and the newly derived ab initio yields from Frischknecht’s thesis
work. To generate MDY strengths for their empirical yields, we consult the figure
of Sr and Ba yields given in Cescutti (2012) which are reported to be similar to the
yields used in Cescutti & Chiappini (2013).
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• ab initio Yields for Sr (15 − 40M production site) In Frischknecht’s work, he conducts a suite of simulations that produce various chemical yields from massive stars
as a function of the stars’ metallicity and rotation. From his work, we approximate
ab initio strengths (κab initio ) for 88 Sr6 by examining Figure 4.14 of Frischknecht (2012,
PhD Thesis). Unfortunately, we are unable to make a direct comparison to MDYs
strengths for Ba (which are also evaluated by Frischknecht) because they are not
available in his published work.
• Inferred Yields for Sr and Ba (15−40M production site) We also generate an estimate
of the MDYs for Sr, and more importantly, for Ba (unreported) from Frischknecht’s
X
], displayed in
unpublished results. To do this, we input the various inferred ∆[ Fe

Figure 1 of Cescutti & Chiappini (2013), along with their progenitor stellar mass
range into the diﬀerence between logarithmic values of Eqn. 2.2. If we assume that
Fe-yields for these stars are weakly mass dependent, we get:

m X1
m1
X
∼ Log
= κX · Log
∆
Fe
m X2
m2


(2.5)

The estimates for the inferred MDYs strengths derived from Eqn. (2.5) are also listed
in Table 2.1.

The final column of Table 1 gives our preferred MDY strengths, which are chosen
by identifying ranges of κX that could be simultaneously compatible for BOTH the MW
6

In Frischknecht (2012, PhD Thesis), MDYs for Sr isotopes are said to show similar trends.
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and UFD’s (i.e. looking at both upper and lower panels) As seen in Figure 2.10, both
positive and negative MDY strengths for Sr are allowed. In particular, both a κSr  7,
consistent with Frischknecht’s 15 − 40M ab initio yields and a κSr  −14, consistent with
Cescutti’s 8 − 10M empirically-derived (standard r) yields, are favored for Sr. Additionally,
the inferred κSr from a combination of such yields should, in fact, be intrinsic to our analysis
— however, inferences about combined yields are beyond the scope of this investigation
and shall be addressed in future work.
Figure 2.11 shows us results for Ba yields. Positive MDYs with κBa ∼ 6 − 12 are
preferred and may be related to Frischknecht’s spinstar yields. However, the extremely
low likelihoods for negative κBa when compared to positive κBa , supports the notion
that such yields are improbable. This strongly suggests a lack of Ba production from an
∼ 8−10M production site which is consistent with more recent hydrodynamic simulations
(e.g., Fischer et al. 2010; Wanajo et al. 2011) but contrary to other expectations for ncyields found in the literature (see, e.g., Cescutti & Chiappini 2013; Cescutti 2012; Qian
& Wasserburg 2008; Wanajo et al. 2003; Ishimaru & Wanajo 1999; Wheeler et al. 1998;
Mathews et al. 1992).
These preliminary results illustrate the advantage of using statistical techniques that
address the full density of the observed distributions and not only the average of their
spreads as implemented in Cescutti & Chiappini (2013) and other previous studies. Further development of this technique may provide the best chance to uncover the “galactic
genealogy” of the MW and its closest companions in the Local Group.
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2.5.2 Eﬀects of Data Selection on Results
2.5.2.1 Data Compilations
One concern about using a compilation of data such as Frebel (2010) is that the dispersion
in abundances may be artificially inflated by diﬀerences between the data sets. Frebel
states that systematic diﬀerence between data sets are likely to inflate the dispersion by
no more than 0.3 dex (for both the UFDs and MW halo). In particular, the dispersion
between diﬀerent measurements of Ti abundance (i.e., via Ti i/Ti ii or a combination
thereof) is typically, ∼0.1–0.15 dex (e.g., Shetrone et al. 2003; Aoki et al. 2007; Frebel et al.
2010) which is precisely on par with observational errors. In contrast, both the oﬀset
(under-abundance) and scatter (dispersion) of nc-elements are a factor of ∼3–5 and ∼10
bigger than these systematic uncertainties, respectively. Thus, we conclude that the diﬀerences between surveys cannot significantly alter our current results. Moreover, artificially
inflated dispersions for UFD and MW halo distributions would serve to decrease their expected MESG while leaving a significant ∆MESG between the distributions intact. Hence our
result of lower MESG for UFDs verses significantly higher MESG for MW halo progenitors
is insensitive to these systematic diﬀerences.

2.5.2.2 Ignoring Data with Upper Limits
Our parental likelihood test is not strictly applicable to samples containing upper limits.
However, as a check, we apply the test to the Frebel data compilation, including upper
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limits, to determine the possible eﬀects, if any, of leaving data with upper limits out
of our analysis. Including the upper limits also increases the scatter of our MW halo
samples, which, again, eﬀectively decreases the inferred MESG slightly while, in this case,
increasing the inferred MDYs. These values are not significantly diﬀerent from the values
we report. The similarity of the results from the two samples is compatible with the
fact all stars with only upper limits for Sr and Ba are consistent with having [Sr/Fe] and
[Ba/Fe] abundance ratios above those stars with the lowest known levels of nc-elements
Roederer (2013); which is to say that stars with upper limits would actually be detected if
higher signal-to-noise spectra were available. Hence, star with upper limits are consistent
with residing in, not below, the distributions of detected stars. The insensitivity (or
compatibility) of the models to the exclusion or inclusion of data with upper limits proves
that our work is suﬃcient for the purposes of broadly testing whether our simple scenario
for chemical enrichment of UFDs in comparison to MW progenitors is plausible. Once
the observed data sets for UFDs are larger a more rigorous statistical approach will be
required to actually place strong limits on — for example — the detailed nature of MDY
for nc-elements.

2.6 Conclusion
While the distribution of [Ti/Fe] is similar in both the MW halo and UFDs, the means/medians
of nc abundance ratios for VMP stars found in these two systems are significantly oﬀset.
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Although the current UFD sample is still small, this discrepancy motivates questions
concerning the nature of hierarchical merging in the construction of the MW halo. In
particular, discrepant abundance ratios suggest that past accreted dwarfs galaxies (i.e.
progenitors of the stellar halo) may have been quite unlike the progenitors of the current
MW satellites. Possible solutions include appealing to inhomogeneous chemical mixing,
diﬀerential blowout of metals from SN winds, diﬀerences in primordial abundance ratios
due to population III stars or diﬀerences in the IMF of stars within the progenitor systems.
In this paper, we explore an entirely diﬀerent possibility for these discrepant abundance ratios: that progenitors of MW halo were enriched by a larger prior generation
of stars when compared to UFD progenitors (as could be the case if, for example, UFD
progenitors were more isolated than the MW progenitors, as suggested in Corlies et al.
2013 [submitted to ApJ]). We demonstrate that this simple hypothesis can qualitatively
and quantitively explain both the similarities of Ti distributions and diﬀerences between
the nc-distributions for the current observed samples provided that the nc-elements have
much stronger MDYs (currently unknown) than the (known) MDYs for Ti. Specifically,
a viable model that simultaneously fits the distributions of [Ti/Fe], [Sr/Fe] and [Ba/Fe]
is one in which MW progenitors were enriched by prior stellar generations of mass
MESG  103 M and UFD progenitors were enriched by MESG  102 M . The most likely
MDY strengths (given the data used and the simplicity of our models) are characterized
by a power law index of |κSr | ∼ 7 − 14 for Sr and κBa ∼ 6 − 12 for Ba with lowest plausible
values of |κSr,Ba |  4 (compared to κTi ∼ 1). These numbers were derived from enriching
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stars sampled from for a Salpeter IMF with an upper limit of 40 M (We show in Appendix
A that a diﬀerent mupp leads to a similar explanation, though with diﬀerent numbers for
MESG and κX ).7
In this study we have demonstrated that our simple approach can explain the current data. However, it is known that many other eﬀects can influence abundance ratio
distributions in these systems, and, that ultimately, the relative importance of each eﬀect
needs to be assessed by building a more complete model. We see the current work as a
foundation for more complete models in the future.
Despite the simplicity of our models, there are a number of interesting implications
from our results. First, a relatively modest increase in the number of high-resolution
spectra in UFDs could be used to test the specifics of our model — if our interpretation is
correct, we should find UFD members with abundance ratios skewed above the bulk of the
MW distribution as well as below. Figure 2.12 illustrates the likelihood of finding at least
one UFD star with positive values of either [Sr/Fe] (upper panel) or [Ba/Fe] (lower panel)
for diﬀerent sample sizes. The gray region indicates the full range of probabilities for all
parameter sets for which we found p-values ≥ 0.05 when compared to the current data sets
in §2.4.3 and §2.4.4. These probabilities were calculated from the parent distribution for
each qualifying parameter set by finding the fraction of realizations, f , that had positive
abundance ratios, and then adopting f in the binomial theorem to estimate the probability
of drawing at least one such star for sample size Nobs . The solid and dotted line indicates
7

We anticipate that assuming a diﬀerent form for the IMF (e.g. Kroupa IMF) would lead to a similar
explanation with diﬀerent but consistent parameter values.
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the median and 25th /75th-percentiles for all qualifying parameters sets at a given Nobs .
Overall, the figure indicates that, if our hypothesis of nc-abundance ratio distributions
being skewed by strongly mass-dependent, power-law-like yields is a predominant eﬀect,
then sample sizes of ∼ 15 – 25 VMP stars8 in UFDs should start to contain some nc-rich
([Ba,Sr/Fe]  0) counterparts to the nc-poor ([Ba,Sr/Fe] < 0) populations observed so
far. Eﬀorts made to extend stellar abundance ratio samples into the main sequence
of UFDs (e.g. Vargas et al. 2013) should eventually provided samples large enough to
determine whether stochastic sampling plays a predominant role in observed abundance
ratio distributions.
Second, it should also be noted that as sample sizes increase, the likelihood distributions in our parameter space will become more concentrated, providing stronger
constraints on the form of MDY for nc-elements, and, by extension, their origin. A preliminary comparison of our current results with predictions for MDY in literature already
suggests that while production of Sr from 8 − 10M stars is quite possible, production of
Ba from these stars is highly unlikely. Our results also support the viability of recent ab
initio yields for 15 − 40M stars.
In conclusion, our results indicate that abundance ratio distributions in nearby systems contain intriguing signatures of their early isolation (or conversely, contamination):
more/less isolated systems should be enriched by smaller/larger prior enriching generations (i.e. to have lower/higher MESG ). These signatures could potentially be exploited
8

If given a 95% chance that a model produces at least one “super-nc abundant” star.
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Figure 2.12: Gray region indicates the range in the probability that an observed UFD
sample of size Nobs could contain one star with [Sr/Fe] > 0 (top panel) or [Ba/Fe] > 0
(bottom panel) for parameter sets that had p-values greater than 0.05 (see lower panels
of Figures 2.10 and 2.11). The solid and dotted lines indicated the median and 25th /75th percentiles for these parameter sets, respectively.
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to probe the progress of metal enrichment on MW scales in the early Universe — a local
window on a regime that cannot be seen directly.
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Chapter 3
Reconstructing the Accretion History of
the Stellar Halo

3.1 Introduction
The origin of the stellar halo has been a topic of intense study since the publication of the
seminal paper by Eggen et al. (1962). The paper suggested that the stellar halo originated
from the “monolithic collapse” of a galactic-sized primordial gas cloud. More specifically,
they proposed that during this quick ( 100 Myrs) collapse a very small portion of that
metal-poor/free gas fragmented, due to Jeans’ instabilities, and formed stars. While the
bulk of the gas would eventually form the young, metal-rich, circularly-orbiting, stellar
disk of the Galaxy, these “halo” stars would instead be characterized as old, metal-poor,
stars on mainly radial orbits due to the imprint of the cloud’s initial collapse. When
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Eggen et al. (1962) proposed this theory observations of the halo were restricted to small
kinematic samples near the Sun — samples which lacked any features that might suggest
that the halo was built over time via galactic mergers or accretion. However, a decade
and a half later, Searle & Zinn (1978) stated in another seminal work that, in fact, some
halo observations could be explained in another way. Their paper advanced the idea that
diﬀerences in globular cluster abundance distributions versus galacto-centric distances in
the halo were due to the “hierarchical merging” of many smaller galactic systems over
the lifetime of the Galaxy. As a consequence of hierarchical merging, the stellar halo was
created metal-poor because most galactic progenitors of the halo were accreted early on,
which, in turn, aﬀorded stellar inhabitants of these accreted systems little time to enrich
to higher metallicities. The theory also suggested that, while less abundant, a distribution
of more metal enriched stars and clusters should also inhabit the halo due to mergers over
time. Consequently, it was these mergers that led to the radial orbits of stars and clusters
that were earlier seen and characterized by Eggen et al. (1962).
Also bolstering the theory of hierarchical merging was the development of the theories of the formation of structures within the cold dark matter paradigm (e.g., Efstathiou
et al. 1985). These theories predicted that the continuous merging of galaxies was facilitated by the parallel growth of the dark matter halos that hosted or formed the backbones
of those galaxies. As a consequence, hierarchical merger formation of the stellar halo is
simply a manifestation of that growth at the galactic scale.
While cosmological theory supported Searle & Zinn’s work, strong additional ev-
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idence for the theory of hierarchical merging came with the observations of halo substructure. In the early 90’s, Ibata et al. (1994) discovered the core of the Sagittarius dwarf
galaxy in the outskirts of the stellar halo. Observations of this obviously “dying” satellite
supported the assertion that stellar debris from the dwarf would follow the orbit of the
accreted system. This debris would also disperse in phase-space over time and contribute
to the growth of the halo. Further evidence for hierarchical merging came from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000). This state-of-the-art project was the first
global survey of the halo to extend beyond a couple of kiloparsecs from the Sun. All
previous deep surveys of the halo were done in pencil beam mode — a mode where
missing extended structures was virtually guaranteed. Initial results from SDSS showed
a halo teeming with photometric overdensities within ∼18 kpc from the galactic center.
This finding suggested that substructure was ubiquitous (Newberg et al. 2002). Majewski
et al. (2003) found the tidal tails of Sagittarius wrapped around the MW by observing
M-giant overdensities in the halo. The definitive case for hierarchical merging came in
2006, when a clear and distinct photometric picture of the halo from SDSS revealed newly
discovered dwarf galaxies and tidal streams (i.e. substructure) from past mergers called
the “field of streams” (Belokurov et al. 2006).
The SDSS discoveries of abundant substructure in the halo led to numerous dynamical studies. Some studies determined the membership of known objects (e.g Majewski
et al. 2005) while others discovered new objects by their dynamical overdensities in phasespace (e.g. Schlaufman et al. 2009). Beyond SDSS lies the next generation of galactic halo
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surveys. From photometry (LSST), astrometry (Gaia), and high-res abundances (APOGEE
& HERMES), we can expect to collect enough data for use in statistical analysis to actually answer some of the outstanding questions in Galactic astronomy. One outstanding
question of great importance is: what is the merger history of the MW halo? With the
aforementioned surveys soon at our disposal, we will have three ways of approaching
this question.
A traditional photometric census of the halo (LSST) is only sensitive to mergers
that are a few billion years old due to the phase-mixing of the projected phase-space
dimensions of accreted structures (Sharma et al. 2010). Dynamical studies like Gaia should
prove more successful in recovering accretion histories because these studies collect data
that contains full 6D phase-space information (e.g., Helmi & de Zeeuw 2000). In fact, in
principle, this information allows one to calculate orbital properties (integrals of motion)
for a given potential. Since the integrals of motion for a static potential are conserved, it is
possible to associate debris in orbital-property space even if the halo is fully phase-mixed
(Helmi & White 1999). However, for the outer halo (beyond 10 kpc), even Gaia cannot
measure distances with suﬃcient accuracy, and this means that reconstructed histories
of this depth (via astrometric data) are still incomplete. Furthermore, it is highly likely
that rapidly occurring, violent mergers took place in the early assembly of the halo.
Significant mergers of this nature should scatter normally-conserved quantities in phasespace making the extraction of merger histories from earlier epochs harder, and perhaps
futile.
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In the past decade, an understanding of the limitations to phase-space data analysis
has led of the promising pursuit of conserved quantities in chemical space — that is,
quantities which are more innately conserved and, as such, cannot be changed by scattering in phase-space. Unavane et al. (1996) were the first to demonstrate that such innate
quantities existed by using a metallicity-color ([Fe/H]-(B-V)) plane to select halo stars,
which are similar in composition to existing metal-poor dSph satellite stars, to constrain
the hierarchal buildup of the halo. Using this comparison, Unavane determined that the
history of the halo cannot contain more than ∼ 60 Carina-like dwarf accretions or  6
Fornax-like dwarf accretions. Currently, work in this burgeoning subfield of galactic astronomy centers around the influential papers of Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn (2002) and
Bland-Hawthorn & Freeman (2004). In their work, Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn explain
how the observed homogeneity of chemical abundances in stars belonging to the same
stellar cluster can be utilized to unravel the dissipatively-aﬀected evolution of the galactic
disk (De Silva et al. 2007; Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2010). As Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn
proposed, the “chemical tagging” of stars can be used, in principle, to trace the ancestry
of every “spectroscopically-visible” star in the galaxy back to their natal cluster. More
importantly, it is likely that the number of individual stars needed to statistically recover
the evolution of the disk or the accretion history of the halo is attainable in our lifetime. To
this end, Karlsson (2005) and Karlsson & Gustafsson (2005) provided some important initial results in the theoretical understanding of “chemical tagging” by establishing a more
detailed framework for understanding the origin of abundance ratios and the observed
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scatter in abundance ratio of galactic systems like the halo. More recent work on “chemical tagging” centers on establishing the best chemical abundance signatures to pursue in
chemical abundance space in order to optimize survey eﬀorts (e.g., HERMES). One way
to optimize our surveys for searches in chemical abundance space is to prioritize spectroscopic observations for elements that confer the greatest amount of distinction between
systems with diﬀerent origins. A statistical technique called principle component analysis
(PCA) was used by Ting et al. (2012) to identity and rank the 6 − 9 most distinguishing
elements in chemical abundance space. In the work, the chemical abundance space of various parts of both the galaxy and the galactic neighborhood were examined to determine
the best elements to observe in order to decipher their galactic chemical evolution.
In advance of these eﬀorts, simple studies of the halo and the surrounding dwarf
galaxies have examined their chemical abundance ratio distributions (CARDs) and provided insights into their specific systems of origin. As opposed to explaining trends,
Prantzos (2008) and Tumlinson (2010) compared galactic evolution code to the existing
abundance data for metallicities ([Fe/H]) in stars to explain the relationship between the
1D metallicity distribution functions found in the halo and in the surrounding dwarf
galaxies. In Chapter 2, a reproduction of Lee et al. (2013), we take a diﬀerent approach
using a subset of halo and ultra-faint dwarf stars to make a direct connection between
the similarities and diﬀerences of certain abundance ratios in each system’s CARDs to the
origin of the very metal-poor halo.
While all three studies reaﬃrmed the common origin of CARDs in the halo and in
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Figure 3.1: This figure is a reproduction of Figure 12 from Geisler et al. (2007). The figure
α
is a compilation of [ Fe
] vs. [ Fe
] data taken by Nissen & Schuster (1997); Ivans et al. (1999);
H
Shetrone et al. (2001); Venn et al. (2001); Fulbright (2002); Smecker-Hane & McWilliam
(2002); Stephens & Boesgaard (2002); R. G. Gratton et al. (2003); Shetrone et al. (2003);
Venn et al. (2003); Bonifacio et al. (2004); Cayrel et al. (2004); Kaufer et al. (2004); Geisler
et al. (2005); Jonsell et al. (2005); Monaco et al. (2005); Johnson et al. (2006); Pompeia et al.
(2006); Tautvaišienė et al. (2007). Symbols shown here represent a mixture of model data,
stars and star clusters found in the MW halo (green), as well as stars and stellar clusters
found in low-mass dwarf spheroidals (blue), dwarf irregulars (yellow), the Sagittarius
dwarf galaxy (red), and the large Magellanic Cloud (cyan). The distribution of accreted
and “soon-to-accreted” systems in this 2D chemical abundance space demonstrates the
potential for determining accretion histories by attributing various subsets of the chemical
abundance ratio distributions (CARDs) observed in the stellar halo of a nearby galaxy (e.g.,
the MW halo) to diﬀerent accreted systems (see text for brief explanation).
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dwarf galaxies as the galactic chemical evolution of dwarf galaxies, none of them made any
attempt at an exact accounting. However, the compilation of observations in Geisler et al.
(2007) tantalizingly suggests that such an attempt is possible. Figure 3.1 is a reproduction
of Figure 12 in Geisler et al. (2007) showing a 2D CARDs plot of [α/Fe] (the ratio of the sum
of α-elements (typically, Ca, Mg, Ti, & O) to Fe) versus [Fe/H]. The plot shows various
diﬀerent star and star cluster measurements of [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] which separate diﬀerent
parent or host systems into diﬀerent parts of the 2D CARDs space. If the galactic systems
that exist today display abundance ratio diﬀerences of this magnitude, then our current
understanding of galactic chemical evolution, hierarchical merging, and chemical tagging
leads us to believe four things: (1) that diﬀerences [in CARDs] between systems of the
diﬀerent stellar masses exist, (2) that diﬀerences between systems that accreted at diﬀerent
times exist, (3) that, on average, diﬀerences between accreted systems within the same
epoch increases with accretion time, and (4) evidence of those past mergers still exist as
“chemical substructure” in the Galactic halo.
In this chapter, we develop a statistical approach to examine whether we can recover
halo accretion histories, using the four ideas mentioned above and test our method with the
semi-analytic models available from previous simulation work. In particular, we observe
and analyze simulated data of innately conserved quantities in chemical abundance space.
Using a statistical method, the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, we attempt to
recover relative contributions to the composition of the stellar halo from a simulated
population of dwarf galaxies via the principle of “chemical tagging” (Freeman & Bland-
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Hawthorn 2002; Bland-Hawthorn & Freeman 2004). In §3.2, we explain the nature of the
models and methods used to produce accounts of mergers from mock halo observations.
In §3.3, we discuss the success of the EM algorithm when applied to special cases. In §3.4,
we describe the success of our results when applied generally. In §3.5, we discuss our
conclusions.

3.2 Methods
We can approach the problem of recovering the accretion history of a galactic halo (using
CARDs) by posing the following question:

“How accurately can we determine the fraction of total stellar mass, A j , contributed by satellites of various mass (Msat ) and accretion time (tacc ) to a stellar
halo given a set of satellite models that produce the distribution f j (xd , Msat , tacc )
of chemical abundances xd , and observations of CARDs in the stellar halo
f (xd )?”

In this study, we attempt to answer this question by investigating realizations of the stellar
halo by Bullock & Johnston (2005; see §3.2.1) which includes distributions of α- and iron
elements generated by the methods of Robertson et al. (2005) and implemented in the
models by Font et al. (2006). To begin our investigation, we define our approach by
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recasting our question in the form of the following equation:
m

f (xd ) =

A j · f j (xd , Msat , tacc )

(3.1)

j

where
m

Aj = 1
j

for m dwarf templates with A j ≥ 0.
In Eqn. 3.1, f (xd ) represents the probability density function (distribution) of observed “stars” in the d-dimensional CARD space (x1,2,3,...d) and A j represents the relative
contributions from each template f j . Each template, f j , represents the characteristic CARD
for dwarfs of mass Msat that were accreted at time tacc . Hence, finding A j corresponds to
recovering the accretion history of the halo — or, its “accretion history profile” (AHP).
Utilizing Eqn. 3.1 to address our question requires the following four steps:
α
] and [ Fe
] data (i.e., in our
1. Generate “mock” observations of CARD (i.e. f (xd ) with [ Fe
H
α Fe
, H ]) for 11 realizations from simulations of purely accretion-grown
case [x1 , x2 ] = [ Fe

halos (§3.2.2).
α
]2. Create 2D CARD templates ( f j (xd , Msat , tacc )) representing the density of stars in [ Fe

] space for satellites found in selected 2D bins of satellite mass and accretion time
[ Fe
H
(§3.2.3).
3. Apply the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (a method for statistical esti63
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mation in mixture models) to observations using satellite templates to recover their
relative contribution (i.e. A j ) to host halo’s stellar mass (§3.2.4).
4. Evaluate the eﬃcacy of this approach by using a summary statistic to encapsulate
how accurate the method is in recovering the known accretion histories for each halo
(§3.2.5).

3.2.1 The Simulations
The simulations consist of 11 “MW-sized” halo realizations which involve a total of 1515
accreted satellites (with 100 − 150 satellites contributing to each halo) from the Bullock
& Johnston (2005) work. Each dark matter host of the 11 halo realizations has a total
mass of Mvirial (z = 0) = 1.4 x 1012 M generated by merger trees using a statistical Monte
Carlo method with an extended Press-Schecter (EPS) formalism (Somerville & Kolatt 1999;
Lacey & Cole 1993; Bullock & Johnston 2005, and references therein). Diﬀerences in the
AHP between each halo are entirely based on their various stellar accretion histories.
CARDs for these 11 merger histories were generated from a semi-analytic chemical
enrichment code Robertson et al. (2005) which was applied separately to each infalling
satellite and combined with the simulations by Font et al. (2006). Since the code was
implemented for each satellite generated, we can look at individual satellites to assess
their relative contribution to their host halo’s CARDs. Also, since the aim of this study is
to determine the amount of information we can retrieve via chemical abundance observations, we abstain from utilizing any of the satellites’ spatial information in our analysis.
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The main factors contributing to the the star formation history in the satellites are (1) the
epoch of reionization, zre , (2) the fraction of gas remaining/accreted in the satellite halo
after reionization (set mainly by the satellite’s virial mass at its time of accretion), (3) the
global star formation rate, and (4) the termination of star formation at the time of accretion
(Bullock & Johnston 2005). These parameters are utilized in the simulations to determine
the amount of gas available to produce stars and the duration of star formation, which, in
turn, determines the chemical evolution of each satellite as prescribed in Robertson et al.
(2005). The prescription includes α- and Fe-element enrichment from Type II and Type
Ia supernovas and stellar wind outflows of metals. The chemical evolution model was
tuned with a supernova (SN) feedback treatment to agree with the local dwarf galaxy
stellar mass-metallicity (Robertson et al. 2005, see §3.2.3 for further discussion). The αelement patterns in dwarfs versus the smooth halo are consistent with the CARDs of
dwarfs found in the compilation of data in Figure 12 of Geisler et al. (2007) (see Figure 3.1)
— an agreement that further bolsters our approach in this investigation (Font et al. 2006).

3.2.2 “Observations” from the Simulations
f (xd ) represents the density distribution produced by n observations in chemical abundance space xd of “stars” (star particles; see §3.2.1 for explanation). Sample distributions
for each halo are constructed from all accreted satellites. Each accreted satellite has an
ensemble of weighted star particles associated with its total stellar mass at its time of
accretion onto the host halo. The mass distribution of the accreted star particles can be
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ordered to create a cumulative distribution function (CDF) from which a random sample
of n mock stellar observations can be drawn. Each sample, drawn this way, represents
the relative contribution to the host halo stellar population from all accreted systems.
To deal with observational error during mock observations, we aﬃx a Gaussian error of
α
] and [ Fe
] abundance ratios. The choice of the size of these errors is
0.05 dex to both [ Fe
H

meant to probe the foreseeable potential of this technique by employing the best possible
conditions for analysis. Evaluation of this technique with ideal conditions provides us
with a baseline for expectations from which analysis of real observations in the future
can be assessed. In our study, we select samples of n ≈ 103, 104 , and 3 × 104 representing
current, near-future, and optimistically-anticipated sample sizes, respectively (Ken Freeman, private communication). Using these various sample sizes allows us to determine
(in principle) what information is obtainable from current and upcoming surveys.
As mentioned in §3.2.1, the chemical evolution of each accreted dwarf satellite is
governed by the code described in Robertson et al. (2005). The chemical tracks generated
for each dwarf are number density curves of “zero” width in the 2D chemical abundance
plane constructed by the coeval chemical enrichment of the star particles contained within
each simulated dwarf. Star particles are chosen based on the number of mock observations
desired. Each star particle selected reflects (by quantity) the relative stellar mass of its
parent satellite at the time of accretion. Furthermore, each star particle selected represents
a random selection from all star particles spanning the 2D chemical evolution track of
α
] and [ Fe
] abundance
its respective parent satellite. Hence, each particle has both [ Fe
H
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ratios needed to potentially disentangle accretion histories of accreted dwarf galaxies via
methods similar to chemical tagging (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002; Bland-Hawthorn
& Freeman 2004).
α
] vs. [ Fe
]) of ∼ 3 × 104 star particles representing the
Figure 3.2 shows a 2D CARD ([ Fe
H

same number of mock stellar abundance ratio observations from the halo 1 simulation.
The color of each particle represents the stellar mass of its parent satellite relative to all
other accreted satellites. Black particles are donated from the least massive satellites while
red particles are donated from the most massive satellites. The distribution of particles
shown demonstrate the expectation that the most massive satellites should account for the
vast majority of stars found in the accreted halo stellar population. In comparing this 2D
CARD to the observed CARDs in Figure 3.1, we see that the distributional spread between
observed accreted dwarfs of diﬀerent masses mirror the distributional spread (in mass)
for the simulated dwarfs. Black dashed lines, overlaying the colored particle distribution
of Figure 3.2, represent chemical evolution tracks (from the simulations) of typical dwarf
masses accreted over the lifetime of the halo. The length of these tracks are primarily
aﬀected by the satellite’s accretion time. The more time a satellite has to produce stars,
the longer its galactic chemical evolution can continue to advance to higher metallicities,
and vice versa. The curvature of these tracks is primarily determined by the satellite’s
mass. The more mass a satellite has to produce stars, the higher its star formation rate
(SFR), which means chemical enrichment by core-collapse SN is greater. This enhanced
early enrichment from core-collapse SN leads to higher galactic metallicities before the
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α
Figure 3.2: Plot of [ Fe
] vs. [ Fe
] for ∼ 3 × 104 “star particles”. Each particle is color-coded to
H
represent the relative stellar mass/luminosity of its parent satellite. The relative number
of particles in the accreted satellite mass/luminosity range reflects the expected relative
contribution from each parent to the total stellar mass of the host halo. The chemical
evolution tracks of five satellites, randomly chosen to span the stellar mass range of
accreted satellites for halo 1, are displayed over the colored particle distribution as black
dashed lines and labeled by a stellar mass proportional to the typical satellite stellar mass
found in the mass bins outlined in §3.2.3 and displayed in Figure 3.3.
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α
]-knee
typical 1 Gyr onset (delay) in Type Ia SN begins (ends) to establish a so-called [ Fe

via significant contributions to Fe abundances. The incorporation of these various tracks
into our dwarf model templates are discussed in the next section.

3.2.3 “Naive” Satellite Template Sets
To see if we can recover the AHP of our simulated halos from our mock observations
we need to generate templates which represent typical accretion events of given satellite
stellar mass and age. The most “naive” method to create our templates would be to divide
the possible range in time and mass (stellar), tacc (0 − 13 Gyrs) and Msat (100−9 M ), evenly.
This division would form r mass-binned templates (rows) × c time-binned templates
(columns) where the total number of templates equal Ntemps = r × c. However, since
decades in galactic (stellar) mass have intuitive implications for galaxy evolution, we
restrict our current “naive” templates to even divisions in tacc while we divide Msat by
decades of mass from 105 M − 109 M and combine all satellites below 105 M into a “5th ”
mass bin (see Figure 3.3).
After divisions in the tacc − Msat plane are selected, all 1515 dwarf satellite models
are divided amongst the bins created by the selected partitions based on each dwarf’s
individual tacc and Msat . During the process, each dwarf’s chemical track (see §3.2.2) is
smeared out by a convolution of each star particle with an observational error of σerr = 0.05
dex in both chemical dimensions. To generate the CARDs required for implementation
of our recovery algorithm (i.e. the EM algorithm), we separate an average of ∼ 19, 500
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]
star particles per satellite (with errors) into square bins of 0.1 dex that span 3 dex in [ Fe
H
α
] (−0.7 − 1). The collection of all binned distributions in
(−3 − 0 dex) and 1.7 dex in [ Fe

our 2-D chemical space are normalized to produce an ensemble of probability densities
that represent our satellite template set (STS). Figure 3.3 shows our “naive” 5x5 STS as an
example of our model template scheme. The full 5x5 panel (top-right) shows the evenlyspaced bins in accretion time versus bins spaced out by decades of accreted satellite
stellar mass down to 105 M , below which all other satellites are binned together. As
stated in §3.2.1, the feedback prescriptions in the chemical evolution models were tuned
to reproduce the chemical abundance relationships observed in galactic surveys. First,
]) relationship can be seen by inspecting the
the mass (luminosity) versus metallicity ([ Fe
H
] (and
trends along any accretion time column. This relationship shows an increase in [ Fe
H
α
]) with the increase of mass (luminosity) of the galaxy. Second, the agea decrease in [ Fe

metallicity relationship can be seen by inspecting the trends along any accreted satellite
α
mass row. This relationship shows an decrease in [ Fe
] (and a increase in [ Fe
]) with an
H

increase in the accretion time value (i.e. the available time for star formation) of the
galaxy.
Projections of the 5x5 STS, in accreted satellite mass and accretion time, are shown
in top-left and bottom-right corners of Figure 3.3, respectively. A comparison of both
projections reveals smaller diﬀerences in CARDs between adjacent bins of accretion time
than in adjacent bins of accreted satellite mass. The similarities between dwarf models in
the 5x1 STS projection suggests that the EM algorithm will perform better when utilizing
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Figure 3.3: Plot of “Naive” 5x5 STS along with projects in the tacc − Msat plane. Topright: Our “Naive” 5x5 STS. The relative contribution of stellar mass from a subset of all
1515 satellites in each template is shown as percentages of the total halo stellar mass (red).
Each column and row reflects the mass/stellar mass-metallicity relation and age-metallicity
relation, respectively (see §3.2.1 for details). Top-left and bottom-right: Projections of the
5x5 STS into the tacc plane (top-left) and Msat plane (bottom-right) are equivalent to the
1x5 (mass-divided) STS and 5x1 (time-divided) STS explored in §3.3. Bottom-left: Plot of
a projection into both parameter dimensions exemplifies a density distribution (i.e. F(xd ))
similar to the parent distributions of individual halos from which “observed” stars are
drawn in our analysis.
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the 1x5 STS projections of accreted satellite mass for estimates (see §3.3.2, §3.3.3 & §3.4.2
for further discussion). Finally, a 1x1 STS projection displaying the probability density
function of our master template (i.e. containing the CARDs of all 1515 simulated dwarfs)
is shown in the bottom-left of the figure.
In §3.3, we use the two 1D projections discussed here to form a basis of analysis for
the EM algorithm’s performance and our ability to recover AHP of halos in one dimension
of mass or time.

3.2.4 Recovering accretion histories using the Expectation-Maximization
Algorithm
Mixture Model

The composition of our halos can be best described as a mixture of discrete accreted objects
α
],y=[ Fe
]). Since we can
that exhibit varying characteristics in a shared CARD space (x=[ Fe
H

construct models for these accreted objects, we can create a mixture model
m

AP, j f j (xi , yi )

f (x, y) =
j=1

where
m

AP, j = 1

for AP,j ≥ 0, j = {1, . . . , m}.

j=1
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Given n observations of {xi , yi} , we can construct the log-likelihood of Eqn. 3.2 as follows

L(AP ) =
=

n


f (xi , yi )

i=1
n  m

i=1
n

log L(AP ) =


AP, j f j (xi , yi )

j=1

log



i=1

m


AP, j f j (xi , yi)

(3.3)

j=1

(3.4)

where zij equals the relative expectation that (xi , yi ) comes from jth satellite template.
Maximizing log L(AP ) with respect to AP will yield the maximum likelihood estimate,
AMLE . This task, which can be computationally arduous, can be made tractable by adding
a latent indicator, z, to each observed data point (x, y), to represent the model template
of origin. By designating data set {xi , yi , zi }ni=1 as our complete data, we can then define a
complete data likelihood as
n 
m 

zi j
AP, j f j (xi , yi )
L(AP ) =
i=1
n

j=1
m

(AP ) =

zij log {AP, j f j (xi , yi )})
i=1 j=1

where (AP ) is the complete data log-likelihood.
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Expectation-Maximization
One way to estimate AP is to use a maximum likelihood estimate, AMLE , computed using
, we
the expectation maximization algorithm. Starting from an initial set of guesses, A(0)
P
iteratively find the expected value of the log-likelihood (AP ), conditioned on the data,
and the value that maximizes until this expectation. The maximizing value of the tth
iteration, A(t)
, is then used as the starting value for the next run, and we continue until the
P
likelihood changes by less than 10−3 over twenty-five iterations.

Expectation step —

To implement the algorithm, we first need to derive the expected

value of the log likelihood, given by Eqn. 3.5, conditional on the data. To do this, it is
necessary to decide on a mode of usage for zij . The use of z casts the EM algorithm as
either hard when its value discretely indicates the f j (xi , yi ) of origin or soft when its value
probabilistically indicate the origin of point (xi , yi ) across all f j . For this application, we
chose to implement a soft EM algorithm for estimation of AMLE in which zij has an expected
value equal to the probability that data point (xi , yi ) comes from model f j. Thus our overall
expectation is

E AP




(AP )|x, y =

n

m

EAP [zij |xi , yi ] {log AP, j + log f j (xi , yi )}

(3.6)

i=1 j=1

where
AP, j f j (xi , yi )
EAP [zij |xi , yi ] = m
k=1 AP,k f j (xi , yi )
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as defined by Eqn. 3.2. Since we are ultimately maximizing Eqn. 3.6, the non-constant
term, Eqn. 3.7, becomes the component of interest. To iteratively evaluate this expectation,
be Eqn. 3.7 at the tth step:
we let w(t)
ij

w(t+1)
ij


AP, j f j (xi , yi )





m



k=1 AP,k fk (xi , yi )




=









1 − wi1 − · · · − wi,m−1

j = 1, . . . , m

j = m.

Since AP is not defined for the first evaluation, we use a random initialization to
. Here, it should be noted that convergence is not sensitive to the choice
generate w(0)
j
of values in our case, though it can be in cases where the likelihood is riddled with
local maxima. If we examine the expression above, we can conceptually define the
mechanism for maximization as a “ratcheting up” of EAP [zij |xi , yi ] values by minimizing
m
k=1

AP,k fk (xi , yi) with respect to AP, j f j(xi , yi ). Derivation of the maximization expression

is discussed below.

Maximization step —

Above we defined an explicit formulation for the expected log-

likelihood (Eqn. 3.7) given a single parameter AP and the data (x,y). The argument of the
maximum of Eqn. 3.7 at each iteration t provides an estimate that approaches the MLE of
AP , and is given by:


(t−1)
(A
.
=
argmax
)|x,
y,A
A(t)
P
P
P
AP
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Accounting for the m-1 free parameters of AP , diﬀerentiation of Eqn. 3.6 with Eqn. 3.7
proceeds, for k = 1, . . . , m − 1, as:


∂
EAP (AP )|x, y =
∂AP,k

n

i=1

 (t−1) 1

1
wik
− w(t−1)
im 1 − A
AP,k
P,1 − · · · − AP,m−1

where the first term in the summation accounts all values of k ≤ m and the second term
eliminates over-counting of the 1st -term at k = m. The derivative of an argmax is always
equal to zero since we are taking a derivative at the maximum point of the function in
question (in our case the expectation of the log-likelihood). Thus, we can expand the
summation of data points and equate the terms described above to one another

1
AP,k

n

w(t−1)
ik
i=1

1
=
1 − AP,1 − · · · − AP,m−1

n

w(t−1)
.
im
i=1

Consequently, these terms being equal means that every k ≤ m term is equal to each as
shown below
1
AP,k

n
(t−1)
wik

= ··· =

i=1

and
=

(t−1)

AP,m−1

n
(t)
AP,k

n

1

i=1

wi,m−1 = c
i=1

(t−1)

wik
c

where c is some constant.
The unknown constant c appears problematic, but, because
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manipulation reveals that c = n, yielding a final solution that can be numerically evaluated:
n
(t)
AP,k

=

i=1

(t−1)

wik
n

(t)

AP,m = 1 − AP,1 − · · · − AP,m−1 .

(3.9)
(3.10)

Finally, to implement this algorithm, we simply compute an initial value for AP ,
inserting each component, AP, j, into an wtik equal to Eqn. 3.7 (i.e. with k initially identical
to j) and then compute that expression with Eqn. 3.9 to calculate each new corresponding
AP,k . This process is repeated unto our iteration criterion is met.
In our case, computation of AP converges relatively quickly for all starting values:
on the order of 600 iterations, or half a minute, for n = 1000 (given our stopping criteria).
Large AP,k values typically emerge after two or three iterations, and most change, absolutely speaking, occurs in the first fifty to one hundred iterations. For error estimation,
we can provide values for the minimum error possible through an inversion of the Fisher
information matrix (see Appendix C for brief derivation). Although we have an idea of
what the best possible errors are, such values exclude the use of more standard approaches
to assessments of parameter estimation, like the reduced χ2 statistic. We discuss how we
evaluate the success of our estimates in the absence of real errors in the next section.
Results from the EM estimates are discussed from §3.3 on.
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3.2.5 Summary statistic for results: the weighted quadrature sum of
relative errors

In order to evaluate the relative success among our calculated AHP across all halos and,
more importantly, the success of the technique across various STS, we employ a weighted
quadrature sum, ΘRE , of relative errors, β, for use as a “summary statistic.” ΘRE quantifies
the relative diﬀerence between m EM-derived STS predicted values, AP , and m true STS
values, AT , which we derive from our knowledge of the true accretion history in each
realization
m

ΘRE =

AT, j
j=1

AP, j − AT, j
AT, j

2

m

=

AT, j β2j

(3.11)

j=1

where
AT, j =

Mj
AP, j − AT, j AP, j
, βj =
=
−1
MTot
AT, j
AT, j

and
m

m

AP, j =
j=1

AT, j = 1.
j=1

Here, M j is equal to the absolute total stellar mass of accreted systems in the jth [tacc , Msat ]
bin (or template) and MTot equals the total stellar mass of the simulated halo. Eqn. 3.11,
which takes the same algebraic form as the Pearson χ2 statistic, has the desired property
of weighting bin (template) estimates based on the relative contribution of stars in that bin
to the total halo stellar mass. Due to the relative scarcity of observations attributable to
low-mass accreted dwarfs, we expect that most of the largest relative errors will originate
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from EM-derived values of low-mass contributors. Weighting these relative errors by their
expected values ensures that such contributions do not overly dominate ΘRE . Conversely,
this weighting also emphasizes the detection of errors that originate from the largest
contributors to the halo stellar mass, ensuring that the evaluation of the technique is
founded on a reliable recovery of the most prominent accretion events, past or present.
Eqn. 3.11 can also be viewed as a weighted “distance” measure in a normalized mdimensional space where values of perfect accuracy lie at the origin. Thus, smaller ΘRE
values are generally more accurate than larger ΘRE values when comparing values from
identical STS. However, a sense of how well an AHP is recovered is not immediately
apparent from ΘRE values alone. So to better characterize the success of a AHP recovery,
we derive a relationship between ΘRE and a maximum relative error, βmax , measured for a
fraction of the total stellar mass AT,max. That is,

AT,max =

AT, j (|β j | < βmax )

where AT,max is the sum of all AT, j for bins with |β j | (i.e., relative error) less than βmax .
Now we can derive a relationship between ΘRE , βmax , and AT,max by designating the
|β j | terms of Eqn. 3.11 as either ≤ βmax or > βmax . The simplest expression we can derive
using this criteria involves separating Eqn. 3.11 into two terms (or bins) to get the limit

β2max
ΘRE ≤ ΘRE,max = AT,max β2max + (1 − AT,max) 
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where (1 − AT,max) is the remaining fraction for true values (as defined by the equation
βmax represents the eﬀective sum of those terms (in this case
weights) with |β j | > βmax and 
βmax , we need to determine
one). To determine the explicit form for terms with |β| > βmax , 
what sets the maximum possible |β j | in our estimates given AT,max. Since β j represents our
relative errors for individual templates, we find that the general form for 
βmax (in the case
where there is just one bin with |β| > βmax ) must be


βmax


P

A
= 
1−A

T,max



− 1

P as the maximum remaining fraction of the predicted estimates (with
where we define A
|β j | > βmax ) divided by the remaining true value 1 − AT,max. As a complement to AT,max , we
can define an AP,max as
AP,max =

AP, j (|β j | < βmax )

so that
P = 1 − AP,max = 1 − AP,max AT,max = 1 − AT,max (1 + βmax )
A
AT,max
A

P,max
since βmax is equal to | AT,max
− 1| by definition.

P into our expression for 
Inserting our expression for A
βmax gives


βmax


P

A
= 
1−A

T,max



AT,max βmax
− 1 =
1 − AT,max
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and then inserting that expression into Eqn. 3.12, gives us

β2max = β2max
ΘRE,max = AT,max β2max + (1 − AT,max) 

AT,max
1 − AT,max

(3.13)

This equation characterizes our relationship between ΘRE , βmax , and AT,max values,
providing a basis of comparison and evaluation of our EM estimates for our AHPs. One
concern about the expression is how it relates to our STS since there can be more than one
bin with |β| > βmax . One way to look at the eﬀect of more bins is to consider their possible
eﬀect on β j values and ΘRE . For any given AT,max and βmax , the second term from Eqn. 3.12
can be expanded into any number of extra bins with the restriction that the remaining true
P ) be divided among them.
(1 − AT,max) and predicted (A
If we expand our number of bins with |β| > βmax to two, for example, we can increase
our maximum ΘRE values by splitting our original second term into two to create the
maximum diﬀerence possible between AP, j and AT, j:

ΘRE,max; 2nd term


2
P − εP
 A
 
= εT 
− 1 + 1 − AT,max − εT
εT

=


2
P − εP − εT
A
εT



εP
1 − AT,max − εT

AT,max + (εP + εT ) − 1
+
1 − AT,max − εT

2

−1

2

(3.14)

where εT = ε and εP = 0 are the minimum values allowed for our true and predicted values,
respectively. A floor of ε is imposed to prevent individual templates with true values of
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zero (which exist as artifacts of the algorithm) and those that are “insignificantly” small
from generating infinite ΘRE values. The specific value of our floor is set to ε = 10−4 and
was selected to reflect the level of precision we are comfortable with in evaluating our
EM estimates (i.e., of order 1/N where N is the particle number). Thus, values of εT or εP
should be on the order of ε = 1/19, 500  5 × 10−5 (see §3.2.3).
We can generalize Eqn. 3.14 for any number of bins. For a split into n bins with
|β| > βmax :

ΘRE,max; 2nd term


2
P − n|β|>β εP
 A

1 − AT,max − εT
max
= εT 
− 1 +
εT
n|β|>βmax

=


2
P − n εP − εT
A
εT

+

nεP
−1
1 − AT,max − εT


2
AT,max + (n|β|>βmax εP + εT ) − 1

2

(3.15)

n|β|>βmax (1 − AT,max − εT )

P , Eqn. 3.14 becomes
If we insert both the floor values for εT and εP and the expression for A


ΘRE,max; 2nd term

1 − AT,max − AT,max βmax − ε
=
ε



2

+

1 − AT,max − ε
n|β|>βmax

Adding the first term from Eqn. 3.12 gives us another expression for ΘRE,max :

1 − AT,max − AT,max βmax − ε
−
ε
1
−
A
T,max
β2max +
+
n|β|>βmax
ε


2
1 − AT,max − AT,max βmax
1 − AT,max
2
βmax +
+
n|β|>βmax
ε


ΘRE,max = AT,max
 AT,max
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where ε

min(AT,max , AT,maxβmax ). The derivation of this equation is useful in providing

some intuition about the factors that eﬀect the comparison of ΘRE values from all STS EM
estimates. However, this equation is extraneous when compared to Eqn. 3.13 because
in all cases, the expression for ΘRE,max in Eqn. 3.16 is greater than the expression for
ΘRE,max in Eqn. 3.13. Thus, for the purpose of constraining ΘRE values to a certain level
of accuracy, denoted by AT,max and βmax , the lower threshold (limit) for ΘRE,max is required.
For example, using Eqn. 3.13 we can confirm that an AHP with a given ΘRE = 1 has at
!
1−AT,max
— so, e.g., a βmax ≤ 1 for AT,max ≥ 0.5 or βmax ≤ 13 for AT,max ≥ 0.9
most a βmax =
AT,max
and so on. In general, the relationship between ΘRE and βmax implies that if we measure
a ΘRE of 1, then we can recover the history of mass accretion for 90% of the total stellar
halo mass to within a factor of 2.
Figure 3.4 displays the relationship between ΘRE and β given by Eqn. 3.13 (see labeled
dashed lines) and provides a conservative way (through the use of Monte Carlo runs) to
interpret our measure of success for EM estimates at the AHP level. Each panel in the plot
shows the ΘRE value measured for 25,000 Monte Carlo mock AHP EM estimates versus
their measured βmax values (ranging from 0 − 10). Using a demonstrative approach to
measuring βmax values, we select the second largest |β| value measured from our “mock”
AHPs as our βmax and then calculate its corresponding AT,max for those number of bins,
n|β|<βmax , with |β| < βmax . Choosing βmax (and subsequently AT,max ) this replicates the measure
for ΘRE,max given by Eqn. 3.13 — thus, allowing for a clear and concise interpretation of
the ensemble of ΘRE , βmax , and AT,max values, measured for the mock AHPs, shown in each
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Figure 3.4: Plot of Θ1/2
versus the absolute maximum relative error, βmax , between predicted
RE
and true values. Each column of panels displays a Monte Carlo run of 25,000 “mock” EM
estimates (with the number of bins with |β| < βmax , n|β|<βmax , equal to 1, 2, 4 and 9 (where
the total number of bins used equals n|β|<βmax + 1). Runs are color-coded by the amount of
total true stellar mass, AT,max, encompassed by their βmax (ranging from ∼ 0 − 10) which
are designated here as the penultimate |β| found amongst the respective number of bins
(see text for details). The color-coded values of AT,max are: ≥ 99% (red), ≥ 90% (orange),
≥ 80% (green), ≥ 65% (blue), and ≥ 50% (indigo). The bottom panel of each column shows
the top panel magnified five times and centered on the origin. The dashed lines that are
overlaid on each panel are the Θ1/2
limits for a βmax that includes bins with a total of
RE,max
AT,max ≥ 99, 90, 80, 65, and 50%, respectively. The plot displays our basis of comparison
measure (the dashed lines) between the AHP from diﬀerent STS evaluated in §3.3 & §3.4.
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panel. By this definition, all the mock AHPs shown in the Figure 3.4 have exactly one bin
with |β| > βmax . Therefore, the total number of bins used, for columns labeled n|β|<βmax = 1
(two-bin limit), 2, 4, and 9, equals n|β|<βmax + 1 or 2, 3, 5, and 10, respectively.
In each column, mock AHPs with colors coding the amount of true stellar mass
enclosed by βmax and AT,max, are shown in the top plot while a 5x magnification of the plot,
centered on the origin, is shown below. The color-codings, corresponding to each AT,max
measured are: ≥ 99% (red), ≥ 90% (orange), ≥ 80% (green), ≥ 65% (blue), and ≥ 50%
limits (dashed lines) as a function of βmax
(indigo). Overlaid on each panel are the Θ1/2
RE,max
with the corresponding values of AT,max ≥ 99, 90, 80, 65, and 50%. In the first column of the
limits into
figure we see that all mock AHPs are cleanly separated by the various Θ1/2
RE,max
colors that indicate agreement with those limits. The mock AHPs here are cleanly divided
because this two-bin limit rigidly defines where each mock AHP sits in the Θ1/2
-βmax plane.
RE
From the first column we can follow the eﬀect of increasing the number of bins in
the AHP on the βmax measured. As n|β|<βmax increases across panels from left to right we
see that AHPs with various βmax and AT,max values also move from left to right across the
panels to higher βmax values. In general, the inflation in βmax values is due to the fact that
AHPs with more bins (templates) will produce higher βmax values to encompass the same
amount of AT,max for AHPs with less bins. The shifting to the right of these mock AHP
βmax values demonstrates that AHPs remain largely ordered in βmax values regardless of
the nature of the AHPs used. More precisely, AHPs with a higher confirmed βmax cannot
be classified as an AHP with a lower βmax unless their matching AT,max is lowered as well.
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Conversely, while βmax can be overestimated (deemed larger than actual value) for AHP,
it can never be underestimated (deemed smaller than actual value). This means that we
can faithfully compare AHP by choosing either βmax or AT,max as our basis of comparison.
It should be noted that the ridge at βmax = 1 is due to a pile-up of |β| ≤ 1 from predicted
values being smaller than true values and/or close to zero in value.
Our measures for success, βmax and AT,max , are utilized in Figures 3.7 and 3.10 of §3.3
& §3.4 and Chapter 4 as well, to provide a basis of comparison for AHP from diﬀerent STS
models.

3.3 Results I: Accretion History Profiles in 1D
A fundamental characterization of galaxian evolution and cosmological structures is the
luminosity/stellar mass function of galaxies, which is defined as the number density of
galaxies per stellar mass/magnitude unit per unit volume of space. In the Local Group and
at the galactic halo scale, a characterization of the number of galaxies that exist or existed
serves to strengthen or challenge the current fundamental tenets of galactic assembly and
evolution (namely, ΛCDM). Instead of explicitly deriving stellar mass functions from our
mock surveys of simulated halos, we derive fractional contributions to the stellar mass of
our halos. These implicit measurements of the stellar mass function are more robust than
the explicit derivation of proper stellar mass functions due to limitations in converting
stellar mass fractions into galactic frequencies. In this section, we determine how accu86
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rate our satellite contribution estimates can be for our simplest STS. More explicitly, we
investigate how well we can estimate the fractional contributions to a halo’s construction
via STS that span the stellar mass of the accreted system (i.e., its luminosity function) or
its time of accretion (i.e., its stellar mass accretion history).

3.3.1 Stellar mass fractions
As discussed in §3.2.3, we can construct true AHP from our model stellar halos to determine how accurately we can estimate them using the EM algorithm discussed in §3.2.4.
Here, we examine the accuracy of our 1x5 STS estimates which is a 1D set of 5 mass bins
(as described in §3.2.3 and shown in the top-left of Figure 3.3) — that is to say, we evaluate how well we can recover stellar mass fraction contributions from satellites with no
sensitivity to their time of accretion. Figure 3.5 presents some characteristic results from
our 1x5 STS analysis. In the figure, three plots are chosen to display results from three
representative halos (labelled by “h” with the designated number for the halo for short).
The three halos are the “best” (h1), “median” (h4) and “worst” (h3) AHP estimates as
values. Each plot contains EM estimates for relative stellar mass
determined by their Θ1/2
RE
contributions, calculated using 103 (open squares) and 3 × 104 (asterisks) stars. Actual
values for our AHP are displayed as hollowed circles of various colors. The hollowness
and color of each circle is dependent on the level of relative error (RE) between each
template’s estimated and actual value of normalized stellar mass contribution to their
respective halo’s AHP. The colored, hollowed circle key is based on factors of the ratio
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Figure 3.5: A plot of fractional stellar mass contributions to the host halo versus the
satellite’s binned stellar mass for the “best”, “median” and “worst” EM estimates among
our 11 halos (labelled “h1-h11,” hereafter) for 1x5 STS. Selection of these halo estimates
are based on their Θ1/2
values, given in respect to the number of stars (103 and 3 × 104 ,
RE
respectively) observed (shown in upper right of each plot). Estimates from 103 stars (open
squares) and 3 × 104 stars (asterisks) for each template are shown. Their corresponding
actual values (circles) are also shown with various holes and colors that indicate the
“factor-of” diﬀerence between the estimate and actual values (see legend for key). See
text for discussion.
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between the EM estimate (AP ) and the actual value (AT ). The “factor-of” value is defined
as the maximum of [ AATP , AATP ]. This definition is chosen to obtain the most general sense of
“factor of” statements (which are common in astronomy) such as
“the observed [generic] measurements are within a factor of 2 of theoretical
predictions.”
This statement implies that observed measurements are either less than twice or greater
than half of the theoretical values in question. Various “factor-of-ratio” values spanning
less than 1.1 (green “solid” circle) to 10 or more (red “solid” circle) are examined. Looking
at our “best” EM estimates from h1, we see that individual estimates for AP produces errors
that are within a factor of 1.5 or better for all but our least massive satellite template.
In that case, we produce estimates that are within a factor of 8. More importantly,
given our “flooring” of near-zero values, the actual values are still well within our Fisher
information-derived smallest possible error values (see §3.2.4 for details). This means that
in the best case scenario, we can clearly recover the stellar mass (luminosity) functions
of halos using their CARDs. However, the question still remains as to how reliable these
estimates can be in any circumstance.
Our “median” EM estimates from h4 help to determine the reliability of our estimates
by giving us a typical example of possible estimate accuracy. At first glance, the results for
h4 in Figure 3.5 may look just as good as the h1 results due to a trade-oﬀ in slightly better
accuracy for the least massive satellite template versus slightly worse accuracy in the more
massive adjacent satellite template. However, on average, a decrease in the accuracy (i.e.
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an increase in |β|) of an adjacent, more massive satellite template is  3.5 more important
than an increase in the accuracy of the corresponding less massive satellite template. It
. Regardless,
is this diﬀerence that is accurately reflected in our summary statistic, Θ1/2
RE
estimates characterizing the median of our results suggest that estimates from our 1x5
STS or similar sets should yield reliable results across the board.
Our “worst” EM estimates from halo 5 seems to reinforce the notion that this analysis
provides reliable results. In this worse case scenario, most estimates are within a factor of
2.5 while the worse estimate (for our most massive satellite template) is within a factor of
8.

3.3.2 Accretion time histories
The other principle dimension of our analysis is time. Using the same prescribed analysis
above we can examine the success of estimating AHP from a 1D set of 5 equally-spaced
time bins (also described in §3.2.3) — that is to say, we evaluate how well we can recover
stellar mass fraction contributions from satellites with no sensitivity to their stellar masses.
Figure 3.6 presents some characteristic results from our 5x1 STS analysis. In the figure,
plots are chosen based on the same criteria used in making Figure 3.5. Our “best” EM
estimates (from halo 5) tell a very diﬀerent story about the reliability of our analysis than
the evidence presented for our 1D mass-resolved templates. In that case, we produce
estimates that are within a factor of 8. In this case, our “best” estimates are greater than a
factor of 10 (and that is being generous) for the 2 of the 3 most recent satellite templates
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Figure 3.6: Figure is the same as Figure 3.5 for 5x1 STS. See text for discussion.
(which contain the least mass). On a positive note, the individual estimates are the best
and far better for the 3 most important templates by relative stellar mass contribution.
Our “median” and “worst” EM estimates from h9 and h2, respectively, follow a trend
where “older” individual templates and those with higher stellar mass contributions
become progressively worse. While the estimates call into question the reliability of
using multiple dimensions in tacc and Msat , the overall results were already anticipated
from the visual inspection of these templates in the bottom-right corner of Figure 3.3.
As suggested earlier, it is likely that degeneracies in CARDs within this template set
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led to the poor AP estimates seen. As a consequence, it may appear hopeless to try to
glean any information about the accretion times from 1D estimates. This may also hold
true for estimates in multiple dimensions when accretion time is treated as the dominant
dimension of analysis (see §3.4 for further discussion).

3.3.3 Accuracy of stellar mass fractions across halo realizations: Θ1/2
RE
Our complete results, summarized by Θ1/2
, provide us with insights into the overall
RE
values for the 1x5
eﬀectiveness of the analysis for all 11 halos. Figure 3.7 displays Θ1/2
RE
STS (i.e. 1D mass; top panel) and the 5x1 STS (i.e. 1D time; bottom panel). In both panels,
values, calculated using the number of observed
each plot shows an histogram of Θ1/2
RE
stars indicated in each plot, and normalized by the number of halos examined. Dotted,
through the labeling of certain
light-grey lines give an indication of how to interpret Θ1/2
RE
intervals with our characteristic relative errors, βmax (see §3.2.5 for explanation). Here, we
values that represent various βmax for a AT,max = 90%
label lines corresponding to the Θ1/2
RE
≤ 0.6 can
share of the total stellar mass of the halo MTot . For example, all halos with Θ1/2
RE
be expected to have 90% of their total stellar mass estimated to within 20% of the actual
values (i.e. their |β| ≤ βmax = 0.2).
In our “mass-resolved” (1x5 STS) estimations (top panel), we can examine the overall
success of these templates and note the degree of improvement in estimates as a result of
using more data points. Looking at the full panel, we can clearly see the gradual, distinct
improvement in EM estimates when a larger dataset is used. The median βmax (accuracy)
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for all datasets is ∼ 0.11.
In our “time-resolved” (5x1 STS) estimations (bottom panel), we can see that our
estimations are far poorer than the estimates for our mass-resolved estimations. In fact,
time-resolved estimations have a median βmax of ∼ 1 for all datasets and on average timeresolved estimations are 10 times less accurate than the mass-resolved estimations in 1D.
Even more critical is the fact that these estimates do not significantly improve with number
of observations used. This suggests that there are degeneracies between templates in the
set that cannot be removed with more CARDs information in just two chemical abundance
ratio dimensions. Conversely, these degeneracies may also suggest the inherent need for
mass divisions in the STS to see diﬀerences in templates — a possibility that motivates
moving our STS to higher dimensions in the aforementioned tacc − Msat plane.
In the next sections, we discuss the impact of expanding our analysis to multiple
dimensions in order to achieve better estimates from increases in the number of individual
templates used in the chemical abundance plane.

3.4 Results II: Accretion History Profiles in 2D
Now that we have established a baseline for estimates in our special 1D cases, we seek
to extend our search in higher dimensions of time (i.e. fixing 5 mass bins and varying
our time bins). In the following subsections, we discuss our results in detail for our 2x5
and 3x5 STS sets, presenting insights into their success and failure. We also examine the
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Figure 3.7: Figure shows panels for the frequency of Θ1/2
values amongst all 11 halo for 1x5
RE
STS (i.e. versus mass of accreted satellite; top) and 5x1 STS (i.e. versus time of accretion;
bottom. Red, green, and blue histograms refer to the number of stars used to calculate the
EM estimates summarized in this figure. Light-grey dotted lines indicate the maximum
β value (e.g., βmax ≤ 0.1) allowed to get the matching Θ1/2
value for 90% of the true stellar
RE
1/2
mass. The diﬀerence in the spread and range of ΘRE values between the 1x5 vs 5x1 STS
are striking and seem to support the notion (from Figure 3.3) that 1x5 STS retains greater
distinction between its templates than the 5x1 STS do (resulting in better estimates from
the 1x5 STS).
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overall success of the EM estimates using our “naive” STS and hint at ways to improve
the templates that are discussed and examined at length in Chapter 4.

3.4.1 ”Naive” Xx5 satellite template set results
The goal of expanding our STS into higher dimensions is three-fold. First, we want to
directly recover AHPs with high fidelity by dividing our tacc −Msat plane into templates that
would reveal interesting information (e.g., about the MW halo’s history) when applied
to real abundance observations. Second, we want to indirectly recover 1D stellar mass
functions (mass-resolved profiles) and time of accretion histories (time-resolved profiles)
of our halos by summing “like” estimates in time or mass together (marginalization) in
order to generate better accounts in 1D than could be done directly. Our hypothesis is
that allowing a finer grid in time will produce templates with less degeneracy and allow
a better recovery of AHP. Of course, this must be balanced by the size of our sample
and its ability to constrain the additional parameters (AP ) from the increased number of
templates. Third, and lastly, we want to establish how far one can probe the MW halo for
its ancestry given 2D CARDs data from the halo in the next decade.

3.4.1.1 ”Early” versus ”recent” accretion: ”naive” 2x5 satellite template set results
To address our goals, we start by generating templates for our “naive” 2x5 STS which
have two, evenly divided, time bins for “recent” (0 - 6.5 Gyrs ago) and “early” (6.5 13 Gyrs ago) epochs. Figure 3.8 displays a selection of results that reveal the success
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of EM estimates due to the application of our 2x5 STS. In the figure, we can once again
examine the “best” (h11), the “median” (h1), and the “worst” (h10) of the halo estimates
are displayed
using these templates. In the first column of Figure 3.8, the values of Θ1/2
RE
(as shown in previous figures) to indicate the success of estimates using 103 and 3 × 104
stars, respectively. At first glance, we see that all panels indicate, by (green and yellow)
color, that many estimates are spot-on while a few glaring errors in estimates remain (as
indicated by red and orange expected value circles).
From “best” to “worst” in both epochs we see a gradual decrease in the fidelity of
our estimates (especially at the high mass end). It is also true that the estimates are worse
(at higher masses) in the “recent” accretion column. This is likely due to the fact that the
accretion of most massive systems happens early in the 11 halos’ histories. Since the 1515
satellites used to make the templates are comprised of 11 ensembles of accreted dwarf
systems that make up the composition of our simulated halos, it is not surprising that
a coarse divisions in accretion epochs lead to disparities in the fidelity of our estimates
across the 6.5 Gyr divide. On the other hand, as indicated by our best and median selections, it is reassuring that given the simplicity of our dwarf models, there is enough
information in their CARDs to make templates that diﬀerentiate between higher mass
progenitors of the halo at diﬀerent epochs. This is true, despite the fact that the highest
mass dwarf models show the greatest amount of degeneracy among accreted systems
throughout all halos’ assembly histories. Also, given the strength of current techniques
to more accurately identify recent galaxy formation (e.g., color-magnitude diagrams from
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Figure 3.8: Figure of 2x5 STS is similar to Figure 3.5 but first two columns shows separate sets of templates for “recent” (0 - 6.5 Gyrs) and “early” (6.5 - 13.0 Gyrs) accretion
epochs. Final column shows totals over all time (i.e., an“eﬀective” 1x5 STS from adding
corresponding estimates from both columns). Numbers labeled “M” and “T” refer to Θ1/2
RE
values calculated across satellite stellar mass and time bins, respectively.
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photometric surveys which lead to estimates for age, star formation histories; accretion
time and phase-space diagrams from low-res spectroscopic surveys which lead to estimates for accretion histories), it is encouraging that our technique works best, in theory,
at the metal-poor end of CARDs, and hence, at early accretion epochs.
In the last column of Figure 3.8, we present a summation of estimates across epochs
values labeled “M”) and binned stellar mass (labeled “T”) for
(both shown with Θ1/2
RE
all epochs. Here, we confirm that a marginalization of estimates across our two epochs
yields a 1D estimate with greater fidelity than its 2D decomposition as indicated by the
values using 103 and 3 × 104 stars, respectively. More importantly, we
M-labeled Θ1/2
RE
can compare these values for our h1 estimates (median) to the 1D h1 estimates (best) in
Figure 3.5. A comparison of these values shows tentative evidence that our hypothesis
about gains in STS information is correct — that the 1D marginalizations across epochs
from a 2D STS provides a better, albeit slightly better, 1D AHP than does our bona f ide
1D STS. A comparison between values from the third column of Figure 3.8 and the set
of values from Figure 3.5 also reveal improvements overall. We can also compare the set
values for our 1D marginalizations across stellar mass bins to the set of values in
of Θ1/2
RE
Figure 3.6. Here, we also find that our estimates for our time of accretion histories improve
substantially overall, and dramatically when comparing our worst AHP estimates. The
next two sections address whether these improvements are ubiquitous as we increase the
resolution of our STS in the accretion time dimension.
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Figure 3.9: Figure of 3x5 STS is similar to Figure 3.8 but includes an addition column for
an intermediate “medieval” accretion epoch.

3.4.1.2 ”Medieval” accretion: ”naive” 3x5 satellite template set results
In order to further test our ability to estimate AHPs, we seek to increase our accretion time
resolution (by adding an intermediate ”Medieval” accretion epoch), with the hopes that
greater information from an expanded STS will lead to better AHP estimates. Figure 3.9
values for our three halo seshows our 3x5 STS results for a selection of halos. The Θ1/2
RE
lections show a marginal decrease in the quality of estimates. It is immediately apparent
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(from color) that individual estimations fared significantly worse than they did in the 2x5
STS selections of Figure 3.8. By inspection, the earliest epoch yields the worst estimates
with “medieval” epoch estimates nearly as bad. In contrast to Figure 3.8, “recent” estimates of Figure 3.9 are the most accurate. The decrease in performance is likely due to
the degeneracy in CARDs space between some adjacent templates in this STS (e.g., see
Figure 3.3 for similar eﬀect) and across accretion time for the more “luminous” templates
(higher mass). For example, if we look across the second row for our median selection,
we can see that there are degeneracies in the estimates for the highest stellar mass bins
(108−9 M ). These degeneracies are due to the increasing similarities between chemical
model tracks of more massive (and luminous) dwarf satellite models. Such degeneracies
can lead to the satisfaction of estimates across all epochs by one individual template. In
this case, the estimate is “satisfied” by the “early” epoch template. On the other hand,
a clear separation in accretion epochs amongst templates in the same stellar mass bins
reduces degeneracies between them. The reduction in degeneracy enables the production
of better estimates across all epochs as exemplified by our best AHP (h3). In this case,
“recent” and “early” high-mass accretions occur in h3 while none occur in “medieval”
times.
If we look at the final column for our 1D marginalizations from the 2D 3x5 STS, we
values in comparison to Figures 3.5 and 3.6 (e.g.,
once again see improvements in Θ1/2
RE
look at “M” values for h9 and “T” values for all selections). While improvements are
anticipated, it is still surprising, given the relative lack of success for individual 3x5 STS
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templates, that marginalization of the “worst” case 3x5 STS leads to 1D estimates that
oﬀer an improvement over the 2x5 STS marginalized 1D estimates, along with better
time of accretion histories estimates for all selections. In this case, some inaccuracies
due to degeneracies across epochs are mitigated by summation over accretion epochs.
Consequently, improvements to our marginalized 1D estimates do arise from an increase
in the STS epoch resolution. Presumably, the better estimates would originate directly
from the improved epoch estimates. However, poor individual estimates due to degeneracies within the same stellar mass bins refute this idea. Indeed, it is more likely that
improvements to our epoch resolution led to better estimates indirectly, by decreasing
the degeneracies not between adjacent epochs, but rather between adjacent stellar mass
bins. While the eﬀects described above are certainly taking place, it is still unclear from
Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.8, and 3.9 whether these improvement remain across all 11 halos. In
values as ensembles across the 11 halos to determine
the next section we examine the Θ1/2
RE
the overall success of recovering AHPs given our “naive” STS.

3.4.2 Comparison of results across all “naive” templates
In this section we compare results from all our simulated halos and the “naive” templates
we constructed. Figure 3.10 summarizes our results with the utilization of our summary
. In the three panels, box-and-whisker plots are shown of the “reduced” Θ1/2
statistic Θ1/2
RE
RE
and the marginalized estimates for the total stellar mass function and the total accretion
time history. Reduced values are calculated by dividing ΘRE by the number of templates
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used and then taking the square root of that value. This average gives us a conservative
estimate of the performance of the templates in each STS and is akin to a weighted measure
of β across all templates in the set.
per individual template (reduced Θ1/2
) is plotted,
In the top panel, the average Θ1/2
RE
RE
as a color box, for all STS examined. Here, again, the color refers to the respective number
of observations used (as indicated in the plot legend). In the plot, we see that our best
reduced Θ1/2
values are given by the 1x5 and 2x5 STS while the worse values are given
RE
= 8. This
by the 4x5 STS and beyond. The apparent upper limit is approximately Θ1/2
RE
means that on average our βmax  2.67 for at least 90% of the total halo stellar mass (i.e.
AT,max = 0.9). This value is within a factor of two in accuracy between true and predicted
values.
Marginalized values, which are defined in §3.4.1.1, are useful for evaluating any gains
that may potentially arise due to better time (and mass) resolution. More precisely, any
.
information about templates that is lost or gained should appear as a drop or rise in Θ1/2
RE
where a βmax
As a reference, a grey bar is placed in each panel to indicate a region of Θ1/2
RE
value, ranging from 0.1 to 1 (from bottom to top), encompasses 90% of the halo’s total
stellar mass.
The middle panel shows our mass-resolved marginalized values (summed over accretion time bins) for 8 of the 9 STS (with 5x1 omitted because its value is not applicable
measured for a recovery of the total
in this context). The plot shows a decline in our Θ1/2
RE
despite the tendency for it to increase with
stellar mass function. The improvement in Θ1/2
RE
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Figure 3.10: Figure shows box-and-whisker plots of a “reduced” Θ1/2
(top), a marginalized
RE
1/2
1/2
mass-resolved ΘRE (middle), and a marginalized time-resolved ΘRE (bottom) versus all
STS used to examine our 11 halos. The median value of Θ1/2
for all 11 halos is shown as a
RE
th
th
black line across every box. The 25 and 75 percentiles of the distribution are shown as
the lower and upper bounds of the each box, respectively. Whiskers protruding from the
values
top and bottom of each plot designate the minimum and maximum values for Θ1/2
RE
in the distributions shown. Each box has a color that refers to the number of stars used
as shown in Figure 3.7. “Reduced” boxes (solid colors) refer to the value of Θ1/2
divided
RE
by the number of templates used. “Marginalized” boxes (striped colors) refer to the Θ1/2
RE
values calculated from the sum across the mass dimension of templates into an eﬀective
values derived from mass-binned estimates
1x5 template (like in Figures 3.8 and 3.9). Θ1/2
RE
1/2
are shown in the middle panel while ΘRE values derived from time-binned estimates are
shown in the bottom panel. A grey bar spanning a βmax from 0.1 to 1 (from bottom to top)
that encompasses 90% of the halo’s stellar mass is shown as a reference.
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an increase in the number of templates used indicates that significant gains were made by
using a larger template set for the specific purpose of generating more accurate estimates
of a halo’s total stellar mass function (via marginalization).
The bottom panel shows our time-resolved marginalized values (summed over mass
bins) for 8 of the 9 STS (with 1x5 also omitted because its value is not applicable in this
measured for a recovery
context). In this case, the plot shows an ascending trend in Θ1/2
RE
, we see relatively good
of the total accretion time history. Despite the increase in Θ1/2
RE
within the 50% margins (box heights) up to our 6x5 STS. This means that
values for Θ1/2
RE
we could expect to recover decent accretion time histories using the EM algorithm given
that we have reasonable templates.
One interesting feature that is common to each panel is the “odd-even” eﬀect from
the number of time bins on the precision of estimates given for all 11 halos. The eﬀect
shows EM estimates from marginalized mass-resolved STS with an odd number of time
bins having at least 2 − 3 times more precision than estimates from even time-binned
counterparts. A similar, but seemingly unstable (and considerably weaker) “odd-even-toeven-odd” eﬀect, where the pattern starts oﬀ odd-even and quickly switches to even-odd
beyond 4x5 STS, is shown for EM estimates from marginalized time-resolved STS. It is
possible that the odd-even eﬀect for our marginalized mass-resolved STS stems from the
fact that an even number of time bins may be eﬀectively reduced to a two bin case, thereby
erasing or smoothing over the even partitions made towards the periphery of our accretion
time range. In contrast, mass-resolved STS with an odd number of bins are irreducible
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in this fashion. As suggested in §3.4.1.2, they may naturally reduce degeneracies (and
symmetries) in the tacc − Msat plane. As a consequence, odd STS may perhaps produce
estimates with better precision since the resolution gained by adding more time bins in
their case is not diminished by symmetries in our partitioned time dimension. Of course,
this notion is merely speculative and beyond the scope of this investigation. Still, if an
odd-even or even-odd trend is persistent, then understanding it would allow us to choose
the STS that are like to produce better precision.
Finally, our Figure 3.10 results prove that even with the simplest template construction
method, our “naive” method, we could, with the appropriate dataset, recover the accretion
history of the MW halo. To that point, we find that our “naively”-constructed STS EM
estimates can predict the total contributions from accreted systems (templates) of similar
mass (i.e. halo luminosity function) to within a factor of 1.1 (10% of the true value).
Separately, the EM algorithm can determine the mass fractions within accretion times to
within a factor of  4 for at least 90% of the halo’s total stellar mass. Both results present
encouraging prospects for recovering the accretion history of the MW halo from current
and near-future data collections.

3.5 Conclusion
In our investigation to determine the eﬃcacy of recovering the accretion history of the
MW halo, we enlist four necessary components to extract AHP from our simulated halo
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data. These components are: (1) the 11 simulated realizations for accretion-grown halos,
(2) the observed sample of stars from those simulations, (3) CARDs templates of accreted
dwarfs, and (4) a statistical algorithm (i.e., the EM algorithm) which utilizes the models
to disentangle the accretion history of our simulated halos. By observing mock datasets
from our accreted dwarf models we were able to test whether AHP can be recovered.
To evaluate the success of our estimates, we derived relationships between a summary
statistic, ΘRE , which is weighted quadrature sum of relative errors (β), and the maximum
relative error (βmax ) that characterizes the accuracy of our estimates for the fraction of the
halo (AT,max ) with β ≤ βmax defines.
In our analysis, we employed “naive” (equally partitioned) STS as model sets for our
generative mixtures (i.e., the simulated halos). The first test of our “naively”-constructed
templates involved 1D STS which were composed entirely of either stellar mass or accretion time partitions. In the case of our 1D mass-resolved STS, the EM algorithm estimates
for individual templates were made to within a factor of 8 (in the worst case) for halo 9
value) and were within a factor 1.5 − 2 (i.e. βmax ≤ 0.5 − 1)
(the halo with the median Θ1/2
RE
for most mass bins. However, in the case of our 1D time-resolved STS, results were considerably less accurate, with approximately half of the individual templates being oﬀ by
a factor of 10 or more. In this case, it is important to note that the bulk of these poor
estimates occurred for bins containing the least amount of accreted mass. This outcome
was not unexpected, but it stands in sharp contrast to estimates that resulted from our
mass-resolved case. In both cases, we also examined the eﬀect of increasing our datasets
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from one thousand to thirty thousand stellar chemical abundance observations. While we
found that an increase in our data generally led to better estimates from our mass-resolved
templates no significant improvement was seen for estimates from our time-resolved templates. These results lead us to examine what, if any, improvements could be made in our
EM estimates by expanding our STS into two dimensions of accretion time and mass and
increasing the number of templates used.
In examining the use of the 2D STS in EM algorithm estimations, we find that these
template sets provided more accurate estimates in general, and in particular, estimates
that were more useful astrophysically. More precisely, we find that our 2x5 STS could
be used to furnish remarkably good AHP estimates — meaning that we could easily
recover a tally of satellites that fell in “recently” versus those that fell in more than 6.5
Gyrs ago. It is clear that in this dichotomous evaluation mode, the EM algorithm can
easily detect distinction between previous satellites that were accreted from 6.5 Gyrs ago
to now and those satellites that accreted prior to that time using only two dimensions in
chemical abundance space. Also, we find that in the case where we try to estimate an
early, medieval, and recent accretion history — our 3x5 STS tests — the EM estimates do
fairly well too. In some cases it was apparent from our 2D STS figures (for our 3x5 STS in
particular) that degeneracies between templates in a set were possibly degrading our EM
estimates and perhaps limiting the potential for this technique. However, despite such
degeneracies, we find that we can improve our 1D recovery of both the mass accretion
history (functionally similar to mass/luminosity functions) and the accretion time history
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(a coarse account of mass growth of the halo over time) by marginalizing estimates across
templates in the appropriately related dimension. Thus, we are confident that at the very
least this technique can be used, albeit carefully, to produce fairly accurate estimates for
1D mass or mass growth functions for the MW halo.
Finally, we compare our tests for all our “naively”-constructed 2D STS. We find five
interesting features that reflect both the technique’s prospects and peculiarities. These
with an apparent upper limit value of 8, (2) a significant
features are: (1) a “reduced” Θ1/2
RE
with an increase in the number of templates
decline in marginalized mass-resolved Θ1/2
RE
with
used, (3) a sharp and substantial increase in the marginalized time-resolved Θ1/2
RE
an increasing number of templates used, (4) a factor of 10 or greater diﬀerence between
and the “reduced” Θ1/2
and marginalized timesmaller marginalized mass-resolved Θ1/2
RE
RE
resolved Θ1/2
values, and (5) an odd-even/even-odd eﬀect on the level of precision shown
RE
values for our 11 halos. From these features we conclude that, on average, we can
for Θ1/2
RE
recover the bulk of accreted dwarfs’ relative contributions to the halo’s accretion history by
mass, to within a factor of 2. Despite this fact, many individual templates (especially our
lowest mass bin templates) can produce estimates that are far less accurate than estimates
given for the main stellar mass contributors to the halo. This is likely due to degeneracies
among templates belonging to same STS. We explore this idea in the next chapter.
Lastly, in spite of the demonstrated drawbacks for individual templates, we find that,
remarkably,it is possible to improve 1D mass function predictions (as a function of accreted
satellite mass or accretion time) simply by increasing the number of “naively”-partitioned
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time bins (templates) used for EM estimates and then marginalizing over those estimates
in either stated dimension. This result means that at the very least it is possible to extract,
for example, luminosity functions with a certain level of accuracy in those estimates that
clearly improve with better resolution in our tacc − Msat plane. Further investigation of this
result will be pursued in the near future.
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Chapter 4
Optimization of Accretion History Profile
Estimates

4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we applied the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to the 2D chemical
abundance ratio distribution (CARD) of stars found in simulated accretion-built halos
(Bullock & Johnston 2005; Robertson et al. 2005; Font et al. 2006). Using satellite templates
sets (STS) derived from 1515 accreted dwarf models, we calculated and compared EM
estimates for the relative contribution of accreted dwarfs, as a function of their mass
(Msat ) and time of accretion (tacc ), to their known simulated values. The success of this
analysis was evaluated using a “naive” choice of templates created by dividing 13 Gyrs of
accretion time evenly into the number of desired accretion time bins (i.e., for the desired
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time resolution; see §3.2.3).
We first investigated 1D cases (in the Msat or tacc dimension) in which we attempted
to recover either the total “mass-resolved” accretion history, divided by more than four
decades of accreted satellite luminosity, or the total “time-resolved” accretion history,
divided by five even bins in satellite accretion time. While estimates for our “massresolved” accretion histories in 1D were, characteristically, less than 10% oﬀ from their
true values (i.e. with |β| ≤ 0.1), estimates for our “time-resolved” accretion history were
characteristically ten times less accurate (i.e. with |β|  1). The diﬀerence in accuracy
between the two dimensions was attributed to the relative lack of CARD distinction in
the “time-resolved” 1D STS versus the “mass-resolved” case.
Second, we examined the possibility of improving our “naive” template estimates
by creating 2D STS with various cuts in accretion time. For both the 1D and 2D case,
estimates were generated for three diﬀerent quantities of “observed stars” (n ≈ 103 ,104 ,
and 3 × 104 ) and estimates significantly improved with an increase in the number of halo
observations used.
While improvements due to an increase in the number of templates are not as significant as the aforementioned improvements due to an increase in observations used, there is
an indication that adding resolution to time and mass dimensions helps. Since STS are not
orthogonal basis functions, we expect degeneracies between individual templates in the
tacc -Msat plane. Hence, improvements due to increasing the number of “naive” templates
used suggests that degeneracies in CARD between templates may cause degradation
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in the EM estimates. Therefore, we want to minimize degeneracies while maintaining
physical meaning in both the bin partitions and the EM estimates.
Our separation of mass bins by decades of mass (with the exception of the lowest mass
bin) is well-motivated by theoretical expectations for galactic diﬀerences at the decade
scale and observational conventions for distributions that are useful for comparisons (e.g.,
the galactic luminosity function). However, in time we expect: (1) a specific timescale for
SN Ia to arise and (2) star formation rates/timescales to vary based largely on the mass of
the respective satellite. That being said, it is clear from the last chapter that similarities
and diﬀerences between accreted satellites do not occur uniformly in accretion time. This
fact motivates our investigation of re-binning templates in accretion time with the goal of
optimizing our EM estimates for our halo accretion histories.
In this chapter, we use the Hellinger distance, a statistical measure of similarity
between two probability density distributions, to quantify the similarity or diﬀerence
between our STS CARD. Using this measure, we can construct and test a possible means
of optimizing the choice of templates used in our gridded tacc − Msat plane to increase the
accuracy of our respective EM estimates. In §4.2, we explain our approach to optimizing
our templates and describe its implemention. In §4.3, we compare EM estimates from our
“naive” and “optimized” 5x1 STS. In §4.4, we compare our “naive” versus “optimized”
for selected 2D STS EM estimates. In §4.5, we examine the overall eﬀectiveness of our
optimization scheme. Finally, in §4.6, we summarize our attempt to improve our EM
estimates and briefly discuss future prospects.
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4.2 Method of Optimization: The Hellinger Distance Partition Algorithm
In Chapter 3, we use a very simple method for making various 1D and 2D STS. These
“naive” templates are constructed by even divisions in 13 Gyrs of accretion time and
satellite stellar mass divisions by decades from 109 down to 105 M plus a division of less
than 105 M . While most “naively”-constructed STS yield fairly accurate EM estimates,
we are motivated by the remaining poor estimates to construct a partition scheme (in
our tacc − Msat plane) to maximize diﬀerences between templates in our STS and improve
our sensitivity to a halo’s accretion history profile (AHP). Our ideas for optimization and
implementation are discussed below.

4.2.1 Idea for Optimizing STS for EM Estimation
Among the current set of 1515 dwarf models there are two features which lead us believe
that improvements beyond the current “naive” STS are possible: (1) degeneracies in
CARD space amongst dwarf models with diﬀerent masses and accretion times and (2)
a non-uniform spread of dwarf model diﬀerences in CARD space as a function of mass
and accretion time. (Physically, this could be due to a single timescale associated with
onset of SN Ia — a feature reflected in α-knee in our CARD). These two features generate
degeneracies (“source confusion”) amongst individual templates in STS, and thus serve
to degrade the EM algorithm’s performance when assigning observed data points to their
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probable origins in estimation. To curtail the negative aspects of these features, we need a
way to minimize the diﬀerences between the binned dwarf models used to construct each
template while simultaneously maximizing the diﬀerence between all templates within
each STS created.
To measure similarities (or diﬀerences) between the normalized CARD of our dwarf
models, we can use a statistical measure called the Hellinger distance. It measures the
likeness of two distributions between a normalized range of [0,1] with a distance of
0 meaning that the two distributions are identical to each other while a distance of 1
means that they are maximally diﬀerent from one another (e.g., if they have diﬀerent
[non-overlapping] supports). The measure (for us) takes the following form:
Np,q

H(p, q) = 1 −

√

pxy · qxy

(4.1)

xy

where the index xy for pxy and qxy spans the total number of normalized pixels Np,q found in
α
],[ Fe
]) CARD space of distributions p and q,respectively. Our algorithm, which we
a 2D ([ Fe
H

call the Hellinger distance partition algorithm (HDPA), employs the use of the Hellinger
distance as described below. The HDPA produces templates by a “brute-force” grid
search, without repeats, in the accretion time dimension while keeping the five accretion
mass divisions fixed (in our tacc − Msat plane). Generally, the number of grid search steps
taken are determined by a selected grid resolution in accretion time and mass and the
number of partitions (or templates) desired. Optionally, custom sets of partitions can be
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selected in addition to and along with the general grid search procedure. During each
step, a diﬀerent configuration of partitions are set, generating a new set of templates. For
each STS generated, a quantity that characterizes the amount of degeneracy amongst all
templates in the set is computed by the following routine:
1. Characterize the similarity of dwarf models within each template for a given partition:
(a) For each template in a set (created by partitions in the tacc − Msat plane), use the
Hellinger distance to compute the similarity between all the dwarf models that
are selected (by partitioning) to generate that template.
(b) For every individual template generated in the search algorithm, we record
the maximum Hellinger distance, max(HDdm, j), found among all dwarf model
(component) pairs.
(c) Next, we compute a sum from all m templates in the set
m

max(HDdm,Tot) =

max(HDdm, j )
j

where each individual template’s max(HDdm, j) is utilized to characterize the
overall amount of similarity found within every template of the set.
2. Characterize the diﬀerences between templates within each STS for a given partition:
(a) For all templates in a set, use the Hellinger distance to compute the diﬀerence
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between all possible template pairings in the set.
(b) We compute a Hellinger distance HDtemp, jj for every pair of templates in the
set.
(c) We then compute a sum
m×m

HDtemp,Tot =

HDtemp, jj
jj

to characterize the overall amount of diﬀerence between all templates in the
set.
3. To rank the quality of our templates, a value ηHD is designed to both minimize the
degeneracy (maximizing HDtemp,Tot) between templates in a STS and maximize their
“orthogonality” (by minimizing max(HDdm,Tot)). ηHD is defined as

ηHD =

HDtemp,Tot
max(HDdm,Tot)

where ηHD is evaluated during each partitioning step in the algorithm to determine
whether the current STS generated maximizes its value. For each step that increases
the value of ηHD , the corresponding partition array is recorded. After the HDPA
finishes, the partition array yielding the STS with the highest ηHD is reported and its
corresponding STS is generated for use with the EM algorithm.
Here, it should be noted that during the development of the HDPA method we tried
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to implement a single step that defined the maximum diﬀerence between all templates
in a set HDtemp,Tot (i.e. step 2 only). However, this approach often produced partitions
(and hence templates) that were shifted and bunched up into early accretion times. Thus,
one would find one bin as large as the time step sizes and number of partitions allowed
(in gridded accretion time) with the remaining number of bins having step-size widths at
the margins. This unintentional imbalance in the partitioning occurs because obtaining a
maximum diﬀerence between templates is possible if all but one bin has zero density (i.e.
no CARD). Steps 1 and 3 prevent unintentional imbalances from happening by requiring
that all partitioned bins are created to minimize the Hellinger distance between dwarf
models within them. Since the lack of any dwarf models in a bin generates a maximum
Hellinger distance of 1, the algorithm is directed to minimize such occurrences from
happening. In addition, this minimizing step is used to insist that dwarfs that belong to
a template are not considerably diﬀerent.
Figure 4.1 shows a series of cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of binned
template pair Hellinger distances versus their normalized frequencies. The CDFs are
generated from the eight “naive” and HDPA STS used, in Chapters 3 & 4 respectively, to
estimate the accretion history of 11 simulated halos. The plots in the figure are labeled,
as in Chapter 3, by their corresponding partition grid dimensions (in time and mass,
respectively). For example, our “5x1” gridded STS have five templates partitioned by
time with no separate accreted mass divisions (i.e., each of the five templates encompass
the total corresponding accreted mass in their respective time bin). Meanwhile, a “2x5”
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Figure 4.1: Figure shows cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots of the 8 HDPA STS
created (green) versus their “naive” STS (red) counterparts. Each plot is labeled, as in
Chapter 3, by its corresponding partition grid dimensions (in time and mass, respectively).
A relative shift in each CDF to higher Hellinger distances corresponds to having a STS
that is relatively more diverse (i.e., exhibits less degeneracy between its individual templates). Based on our assumptions for optimization, one can see that our “5x1” through
“6x5” partitioned STS show the greatest chance of improvement by our having, at least
marginally, positive shifts in Hellinger distances relative to its “naive” STS counterpart.

gridded STS would have 10 templates in total where two time bins would be divided by
our five adopted mass divisions to create two time-binned templates for each of the five
mass bins used. Each plot of gridded STS compares the distribution of Hellinger distances
computed for every template pair in the “naive” STS (red) and its corresponding HDPA
STS (green), respectively. Examining the figure, we see that plots labeled “5x1” and “3x5”
exhibit the greatest diﬀerence in Hellinger distance distributions between the “naive” and
HDPA STS shown, respectively. While these two HDPA STS show a relative surplus in
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large Hellinger distances when compared to the “naive” STS, overall we find that every
HDPA-derived STS, up to “6x5”, has, at least marginally, a higher fraction of Hellinger
distances close to 1. A distribution of Hellinger distances that are relatively larger for
HDPA STS than their “naive” counterparts confirms that the HDPA is working correctly.
However, it remains to be seen whether a maximization of ηHD actually leads to improved
EM estimates as we initially intended. To determine whether the scheme might work, we
can first examine, in §4.3 (next section), a sample of our worst estimates from our “naive”
set, which also happens to be the STS that shows the greatest diﬀerence in Hellinger
distances, our 5x1 STS.

4.3 Improving 5x1 STS Using HDPA
We begin our evaluation of the HDPA by examining what kind of improvements, if any,
are produced in EM estimates for our worst STS from Chapter 3 — the 1D “naive” 5x1
STS. Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between EM estimates for 3 × 104 stars generated
from the previous “naive” 5x1 STS and from our newly-minted HDPA STS (which contain
templates that span 0 − 13 Gyrs in accretion time and 0 − 109M in satellite accretion mass).
Visually, we can detect, by color and “intensity”, that the HDPA performs better than
seem to come
the “naive” approach. However, for the 5x1 STS, improvements in Θ1/2
RE
at a price. Three of the five individual templates in the HDPA 5x1 STS are “bunched
up” in time, leaving much to be desired in time resolution. Moreover, the best “naive”
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Figure 4.2: A comparison between the “best”, “median” and “worst” EM estimates among
the 11 halos for our “naive” 5x1 STS and the corresponding HDPA-derived estimates. Sevalues and estimates were calculated
lection of these halo estimates are based on their Θ1/2
RE
1/2
4
using 3 × 10 stars. ΘRE values are located in the bottom-right section of the plot for three
“naive” STS-evaluated halos chosen and in the bottom-left for the HDPA STS-evaluation of
the same halos. Estimates from the “naive” STS (open squares) and HDPA STS (asterisks)
are shown for each template. Their corresponding actual values (circles) are also shown
with various holes and colors that indicate the “factor” of diﬀerence between the estimate
and actual values (see legend for key). See text and previous chapter for explanation for
circle symbols used.
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STS estimates (for h5) seem to vastly outperform their HDPA counterparts. Despite these
drawbacks, it is still apparent that the HDPA performs better overall when comparing
the two algorithms for the median-scored halo (h9). All in all, this figure demonstrates
that any partitions that are constructed by accretion time divisions only cannot be used
to yield good EM estimates on a consistent basis (because, in this case, CARD features
from our accreted dwarf models are poorly resolved). In §4.4, we once again examine our
2x5 and 3x5 STS, to see if the addition of mass resolution to our STS can, as predicted by
Figure 4.1, produce better results with HDPA than with our “naive” approach.

4.4 Examination of HDPA Optimization for select 2D STS
EM Estimates
As in Chapter 3, we examine EM estimates for the two most fundamental assessments of
any galactic halo’s accretion history: the relative proportion of satellites that were accreted
“early” versus those that were accreted “recently” (late) — and, in addition, those that
were accreted during a “medieval” (intermediate) epoch. Unlike our comparisons in
Chapter 3, the STS from the two methods used (HDPA and “naive” partitioning) no
longer necessarily share (by design) identical partitions in time. However, categorical
distinctions for epochs remain useful in our analysis and will be used as a basis for
comparison and scrutiny for the partition sizes selected by HDPA.
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4.4.1 Improving ”Early” versus ”Recent” Accretion Estimates: ”Naive”
Versus HDPA 2x5 STS Results

Figure 4.3 shows a comparison between our HDPA and the “naively”-derived 2x5 STS.
The set of plots in the figure are similar to Figure 3.8. They show estimates for “recent”
and “early” accretion as defined by 0.25 and 6.5 Gyr partitions by HDPA and “naive”
equipartitioning, respectively. Visual inspection of the figure indicates that both methods
produce good estimates for our AHPs. However, the three halos, which were selected
based on their “naive” estimates, show improvement in their AHP estimation when the
EM algorithm is used in tandem with the HDPA-selected templates. This is also true
when comparing the marginalized estimates to one another (see right-hand column) with
the exception of the time-resolved estimates for h10 (the worst “naive” STS). The poor
accretion time estimate occurs because both methods invoke a recent high-mass accretion
event that does not take place. In the HDPA case, however, the poor accretion time
estimate manifests itself due to the HDPA’s selection of partitions which produce two
ill-behaved templates instead of one, as is in the “naively”-partitioned case. As indicated
in Chapter 3, poor estimates of this nature occur because accreted mass fractions are
split between two similar and compatible templates which span a partition in time —
suggesting that degeneracies remain in the STS which, in at least a few cases, cannot be
alleviated via one partition in time.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of 2x5 STS derived from our “naive” partitioning and HDPA
methods. The plot is identical to Figure 3.8 with the exception that the “early” and
“recent” epoch designations refer to diﬀerent, but analogous, partitions in time from
values were calculated from
the diﬀerent methods employed (see text for details). Θ1/2
RE
estimates using 3 × 104 stars and are located in the upper-left part of each each plot for
the “naive” STS (first value) and HDPA (second value), respectively. Other values in the
figure correspond to Θ1/2
values for the two methods used, following the convention used
RE
in Figure 3.8.
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4.4.2 Improving ”Medieval” Accretion Estimates: ”Naive” Versus HDPA
3x5 STS Results

While analysis of Figure 4.3 demonstrates that HDPA works in principle by showing some
signs of improvement over the “naive” STS, the evidence at this point does not indicate that
using HDPA is clearly better for generating templates for EM estimates than our “naive”
method. Analysis of our 3x5 STS should prove to be much more informative because,
as indicated in §3.4.1.2 of Chapter 3, degeneracies between adjacent templates in time
were distinctly present in the 3x5 STS. As a consequence, any significant improvement
in estimates due to the use of HDPA STS means that the algorithm is indeed producing
better STS for EM estimates. Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of results from our “naive”
and HDPA-selected 3x5 STS with the selection of halos based, once again, on the “naive”
values. As we suspected, improvements in estimates due to the use of the
STS Θ1/2
RE
HDPA STS are readily apparent. Visually, we see that the bulk of HDPA STS values
(asterisks) are awash in green, and are coincident with their expected values, indicating
that accurate estimates were obtained from their use. More importantly, improvements
in the treatment of “medieval” estimates (i.e. those adjacent to both “recent” and “early”
epochs and thus subject to degeneracies that span adjoined templates). In particular, a vast
improvement over “early” and “medieval” epoch estimates from “naive” STS is apparent.
HDPA STS also perform slightly better in “recent” epoch estimates. Our quantified
, shows that HDPA outperforms “naive” partitioning
assessment of good estimates, Θ1/2
RE
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of 3x5 STS derived from our “naive” partitioning and HDPA
methods. The figure is similar to Figure 4.3 but includes an addition column for an
intermediate “medieval” accretion epoch. See text for discussion.

in all combinations of pertaining to our 3x5 STS analysis. While our median values for
seem to strongly indicate that HDPA is the preferred method for STS creation, an
Θ1/2
RE
across the board approach is needed to definitively settle that question.
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4.5 Comparison of ”Optimized” Versus “Naive” STS Performance
Finally, we conclude our analysis of our optimization algorithm by examining the overall
performance of both methods. We compare estimates from both methods in Figure 4.5
(similar to Figure 3.10 in Chapter 3). In the figure, we once again look at average Θ1/2
RE
values as well as both mass- and time-resolved composite Θ1/2
values. For our average
RE
values that are similar to the
values (top panel), we see trends in our HDPA STS Θ1/2
RE
“naive” STS values. In terms of our average values, there seems to be no appreciable
improvement in estimates given by our HDPA method.
For our mass-resolved marginalized values (middle panel), we also find a trend
values for both the “naive” method (seen previously) and the HDPA
towards lower Θ1/2
RE
method. While the trend does not improve significantly via the HDPA method, some
marginal signs of improvement in distributional lower bounds for STS 7x5 and 8x5 are
encouraging indications that more information can be gleaned from higher template
numbers.
For our time-resolved marginalized values (bottom panel), we once again see an
values for a recovery of the total mass accretion history.
ascending trend in the Θ1/2
RE
While results from the HDPA are relatively accurate, they do not show any appreciable
improvement over the “naive” method in this case, with the exception of the 3x5 and
4x5 STS. Figure 4.4 demonstrated how well the HDPA performed relative to the “naive”
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of all STS derived from our “naive” partitioning and HDPA
methods. The figure is similar to Figure 3.10. See text for discussion.

method: however, this performance is not mirrored by other STS and does not suggest
that significant improvements can be obtained in general. In Figure 4.6, we take diﬀerent
approach to comparing the performance of our two methods. Here, we plot the median
of all individual template |β| (i.e. absolute relative error) values per halo versus the STS
used. By looking at the median performance of individual template estimates we can
recover a picture that is consistent with our visually-inspected 2x5 and 3x5 HDPA STS
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Figure 4.6: Figure shows box-and-whisker plot of the median |β| per halo for all “naive”
(red) and HDPA (blue) STS EM estimates produced in our study. See text for discussion.

results: we see that HDPA does remarkably better than our ”naive” approach. At first
glance, this result seems to completely contradict the results from Figure 4.5, which show
values for most HDPA values displayed. However, the diﬀerence
relatively higher Θ1/2
RE
between the relatively negative assessment of HDPA displayed in Figure 4.5 versus the
definitively positive assessment displayed in Figure 4.6 is simply due to the relative
influence of β outliers in each assessment’s calculation and in our interpretation. Here,
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values are subject to inflation due to the inclusion
both the average and marginalized Θ1/2
RE
of relatively bad individual estimates and the normalization constraints placed on both
our predicted and true values (Eqn. 3.12). Furthermore, we have shown (in §3.4) that there
values — either by having
are two ways to systematically produce relatively higher Θ1/2
RE
an ensemble of definitively worse |β| values or by having a significantly higher AT,max
value for an ensemble of |β| values. Thus, an alternative way to interpret Figure 4.5 is to
say that for a fixed βmax , HDPA STS produce estimates as good as or better than βmax for a
higher percentage of the true accreted mass fraction. The median values of |β| for “naive”
versus HDPA estimates indicate that such an interpretation is justified. Unfortunately,
the need for this interpretation suggests that a reevaluation of our summary statistic’s
characteristics is in order.
Like Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 also indicates that our HDPA method for creating STS
is better than our “naive” method. In the figure, histograms track the distributions of
all |β| values calculated from all templates with either high mass satellites, AT ≥ 0.1 (red
histogram), or low mass satellites, AT ≤ 0.01 (blue histogram). For both high and low
mass satellites, the figure shows a larger percentage of low and very low |β| values from
the HDPA STS estimates (bottom plot) versus the “naive” STS estimates (top plot). In
particular, we find that the percentage of predicted values with |β| ≤ 0.1 for low mass
satellites increase from ∼ 19.75% for “naive” STS estimates to ∼ 39.87% for HDPA STS
estimates. From this we can conclude that the method significantly improves the estimates
for low mass systems despite their relatively minute contributions to the overall halo stellar
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Figure 4.7: Figure shows histograms for the relative number of |β| with AT ≥ 0.1 (red
histogram) or AT ≤ 0.01 (blue histogram) measured for all “naive” (top plot) and HPDA
(bottom plot) STS EM estimates. The width of each bin is ∆β = 0.1. See text for discussion.
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mass budget. One concern about this technique that we will address in a future study
is the increase in the amount of higher |β| values from the low mass satellite template
estimates that are also shown in Figure 4.7. For now, it is unclear as to whether or not
this upward scatter of |β| is to be expected when the number of estimates with very low
|β| values increases. Yet, given our rudimentary approach to partition algorithm design,
we find it likely that a better algorithm either exists or can be constructed from HDPA
method.

4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we attempt to determine whether or not we could improve EM estimates
for AHP by using a more informed method of construction for our STS. To do this, we
designed an algorithm that utilizes a statistical measure called the Hellinger distance to
quantify the likeness of two probability distributions — namely, our 2D CARD. Using the
Hellinger distance to quantify likeness in and among individual templates, we sought to
create more orthonormal-like STS with the idea that such sets created less source confusion
amongst individual templates, thereby leading to more accurate EM estimates. Thus, we
constructed an algorithm, the HPDA, that preferentially selects STS that best maximize
the diﬀerences between individual templates in a set while also minimizing the diﬀerences
between dwarf models within each template.
In comparisons similar to those found in Chapter 3, we find that in certain cases, the
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HDPA performs much better than the “naive” partitioning method. Most notable was the
ability of HDPA STS to facilitate good estimates amongst three adjacent time epochs (our
3x5 HDPA STS). However, our across-the-board evaluation of performance in Figure 4.5
seemed to suggest that our HDPA method was ineﬀective. Upon further investigation we
found that both the median |β| values per halo and the relative distributions of |β| for two
mass-selected groups of templates revealed that the HDPA method was quite eﬀective in
producing more estimates with higher accuracies (i.e. lower |β| values). However, looking
at Figure 4.7, it was unclear whether the parallel increase in the number of high |β| values
for the lowest mass satellite templates could be mitigated either by a clever retooling of
our HDPA or by use of an entirely diﬀerent established algorithm. Furthermore, it is
quite likely that the vast majority of high |β| values are caused by the very lowest mass
templates. When applied to real observations, the latter are likely to have estimates that
are consistent with either our data errors or the halo stellar mass noise continuum. Lastly,
the most encouraging aspect of our HDPA method is the way it can be naturally extended
to include other chemical abundance dimensions. Thus, in future work with the stated
goal of maximizing the “orthonormality” of our templates we may find that using HDPA,
with more chemical abundance dimensions unequivocally provides a better method for
creating STS for EM estimation purposes.
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“Philosophy [nature] is written in that great book which ever is before our eyes — I mean the
universe — but we cannot understand it if we do not first learn the language and grasp the
symbols in which it is written. The book is written in mathematical language, and the symbols are
triangles, circles and other geometrical figures, without whose help it is impossible to comprehend
a single word of it; without which one wanders in vain through a dark labyrinth.”
— Galileo Galilei

In this dissertation, I begin to develop a novel approach to understanding the nature
of chemical abundance distributions in nearby stellar systems, including a foundation for
new statistical techniques to address some astrophysical problems that have been deliberated over the last two decades. Namely, the problems I begin to address are how to model
the chemical abundance distributions of dwarf galaxies, constrain nucleosynthetic yields
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of core-collapse stars, and estimate the relative [stellar mass] contributions of various accreted dwarf satellites to “MW-sized” stellar halos. My initial step in the development of
such techniques is motivated by the anticipation of a new wealth of chemical abundance
data from upcoming surveys. In this final chapter, I propose additional steps that will
further develop my approach to a data-driven chemical abundance assessment of galaxy
evolution.

5.1 Constraining Galactic History with Models of Chemical
Abundance Ratio Distributions in Dwarf Galaxies
Two of the most fundamental questions in Galactic archeology are: what is the accretion
history of the Galaxy, and what are the physical similarities and diﬀerences between surviving satellites and Galactic stellar halo progenitors? To address these questions one can
look at the chemical composition of stellar populations in the halo versus those found
in dwarf galaxies. Since stars retain a signature of their galactic origin in their chemical
compositions, one can exploit the chemical abundance distributions (CARDs) observed in
stellar systems to put constraints on the nature and history of their progenitors. As indicated above, a large increase in observational data containing multiple α-, r-, and s-process
abundances along with metallicities for both the Milky Way (MW) and its surrounding
dwarf satellites will soon be available from APOGEE, GALAH, and other smaller targeted
surveys for dwarf galaxies. When paired with detailed chemical abundance distribution
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models, this data will provide vital information for statistical analysis, and in turn allow
for crucial insights regarding these two big questions.
Unfortunately, current hydrodynamic simulations are too expensive to use in the
production of large quantities of model CARDs at high resolution. Therefore, I plan to
further develop CARD-tracking semi-analytic models (SAM) to address these questions
by combining two interrelated approaches: determining how CARDs are aﬀected by
galactic processes and developing statistical analysis for CARDs that identifies the nature
of their underlying galactic system(s).
The first approach involves creating SAMs for dwarf galaxies which generate and
track CARDs as a function of their accretion epoch and/or coeval environment. These will
include stochastic sampling, incomplete mixing, blowout, and tracking of elemental yields
which are sensitive to diﬀerent nucleosynthetic sources (e.g., core-collapse supernova,
Type Ia supernova & asymptotic giant branch stellar winds). The results will:
• explain how diﬀerent galactic enrichment processes aﬀect CARDs
• determine star formation histories (SFHs) by interpreting current and near-future
CARDs of nearby stellar systems
• better constrain yields from various nucleosynthetic sites
• develop a procedure for creating high-dimensional chemical templates for tracking
halo accretion
The second interrelated approach involves the development of statistical techniques
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to constrain the nature of the progenitors of the MW. In the previous chapters I have
demonstrated that, in principle, the accretion history of simulated halos can be recovered
from the CARDs of those halos using representative templates of the CARDs in accreted
dwarf galaxies. In the future I plan to develop more sophisticated models to generate
nearly orthogonal templates in higher dimensions of chemical abundance space which
can more tightly constrain the mass/luminosity functions of accreted systems at diﬀerent
epochs.

5.2 List of Ideas for Future Work
The next steps in my research involve modeling the evolution of dwarf galaxies with
the goal of constraining SFHs, initial formation conditions, the origin of neutron-capture
elements yields, and the accretion history of the stellar halo. The following is a list of ideas
for work pertaining to the further development and implementation of statistical CARD
analysis techniques.

5.2.1 Deciphering galactic enrichment processes
The first idea for future work is to devise a theoretical framework that promotes a better
understanding of how diﬀerent galactic processes aﬀect the ongoing enrichment of stellar
systems and their observed CARDs. To that end, I have identified at least seventeen galactic enrichment processes which are important to this study (see Figure 5.1). I characterize
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each process as having a direct, indirect, or dominant (both direct and indirect) role in how
previous enrichment events are expressed (in the chemical abundances of stars). Direct
processes (e.g., supernova and AGB ejecta) serve to produce the observed elements and
give an absolute measure for the total possible enrichment in a system (insofar as each
individual supernova and AGB star can be accounted for). This is because, in theory, each
direct process has a nearly 1:1 relationship between its input and output. Indirect processes (e.g., stochastic sampling of initial mass functions and incomplete mixing), serve to
produce variations in the observed CARDs and give a statistical measure for the relative
possible enrichment in a system. Each process has a particular influence on the observed
CARDs which can function as a probe of evolution in that system. To use these chemicallydriven probes one must understand how each process aﬀects the shape of various CARDs,
either in isolation or together with other processes. In Chapter 2, I started the preliminary
work on constructing these statistically-driven SAMs with libraries for discrete CARDs
functions that will be used to characterize some of these processes. In the immediate future, I plan to apply these discrete models to new observations to decipher the production
sites for other interesting chemical elements. Additionally, I plan to develop continuous
CARDs functions in order to statistically derive nucleosynthetic yield functions.

5.2.2 Deriving star formation histories
Currently, the predominant way to derive SFHs is to iteratively apply numerical models
to observed color-magnitude diagrams (Tolstoy et al. 2009) or to use stellar population
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the interrelated galactic enrichment processes that
produce chemical abundance distributions.
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synthesis code (Kauﬀmann et al. 2004) on the integrated stellar continuum of the observed
system. As an alternative, the proposed models will be used to derive SFHs from CARDs
using chemical abundances calculated from spectroscopic observations of dwarf galaxies.
The results will be compared to SFHs that are calculated by other methods (e.g., from
the ANGST survey; Weisz et al. 2011). Any similarities or diﬀerences found between the
calculated SFHs will be used either to hone the models or to critique other methods of
derivation.
To narrow the possibilities for dwarf progenitors, one can analyze the metallicity
and/or current luminosity of the observed dwarf. Due to the nature of chemical enrichment
and star formation eﬃciency, the metallicity of the dwarf can be used to derive a loose
upper bound on the gas mass of the progenitor while the luminosity can be used to
establish a strict lower bound. The calculated bounds on the progenitor’s gas mass can
then provide bounds on the number of supernovas (nSN ) that may possibly contribute to
the CARDs observed. Using the derived range for nSN with other measures for previous
star formation like the [α/Fe] “knee,” one can determine a range for possible star formation
rates (SFRs).
Finally, these parameter ranges can be used to generate an ensemble of possible
models (referencing the previously mentioned libraries). Moreover, likelihoods of each
model can be calculated by applying the multi-dimensional Kolmorgorov-Smirnov (KS)
test to the observed dimensions in chemical space (as explained in Chapter 2) to determine
their SFHs.
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5.2.3 Constraining yields from diﬀerent sources
Neutron-capture (nc) elements (i.e. r- and s-process elements) may present the best
opportunity for deciphering galactic evolution through CARDs (Mathews et al. 1992).
This is due, in part, to a wide scatter found for nc elements in the VMP end of galactic
stellar abundances (McWilliam 1998). However, yield predictions for these elements are
scarce and largely unsubstantiated. While current data sets are too small (< 1000 stars) to
perform a detailed analysis of nc elements, future data sets (> 10, 000 stars) (Ken Freeman,
private communication) will provide enough data in high dimensions of CARD-space to
start extracting detailed information about nc element MDY. Using the current (known)
MDY (e.g., α- and Fe-peak elements) from nucleosynthetic theory (Nomoto et al. (2006);
Heger & Woosley (2010)), I plan to develop a way to invert the CARDs observed for
nc elements (e.g., Barium and Strontium) into firm yield constraints that may implicate
or eliminate certain nucleosynthetic models of production. The VMP end of CARDs are
likely to be aﬀected by fewer galactic enrichment processes, thereby making VMP systems
more attractive for investigating the signatures of individual stellar nucleosynthesis. In
Chapter 2, I show that there is already a clear preference for strong MDYs for nc elements
relative to the MDYs of α-elements (albeit with large uncertainties). Using the statistical
analysis I developed, I can apply the methods employed to larger data sets to construct
a range of models for the VMP stars found in nearly all stellar systems. The complexity
of the fit for the targeted MDY will be iteratively increased (e.g., using a series of broken
power laws) until some tolerance, set by the uncertainties in the observed chemical space,
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is met.

5.2.4 Measuring the depth of the potential wells of dwarf galaxies
There are at least two possible ways to measure the depths of potential wells of dwarf
galaxies. First, one could focus on the eﬀects of blowout on the CARDs as a function of
the host’s DM halo mass. The assumption here is that nucleosynthetic sites (e.g., corecollapse supernovae versus S-AGB winds) may diﬀer in terms of energetics or spatial
distribution. This contrast could lead to disparities between each elemental abundance
due to diﬀerential blowout in the dwarf galaxy that would indicate the previous, and
perhaps current, mass of its DM halo.
A second possibility involves the work of Pontzen & Governato (2012). Their study
looks at how impulsive expansion of a gas reservoir due to supernova feedback can alter
the potential of a dwarf from a cusp into a core. Since one needs multiple explosions
over a certain interval of time to cause this eﬀect, the cusp-to-core transformation is
regulated over the duration of the process by several factors, including the dwarf’s IMF,
gas reservoir, SFR, high-mass stellar radiation, supernova feedback, and DM halo mass.
The combination of these eﬀects should lead to a fairly distinct set of CARDs and stellar
velocity dispersions if the mechanism is correct. A comparison to the observed CARDs and
velocity dispersion in a dwarf could then be made with the output from the combination
of eﬀects in the models.
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5.3 Next step: Reconstructing Galactic accretion history using CARDs
In Chapter 3 & 4, I investigate whether or not the EM algorithm can be used to determine
accretion histories in simulated halos. This investigation is done using simplified models
which produce considerable degeneracy between the more massive dwarf templates.
In anticipation of obtaining new data from upcoming surveys, I plan to construct more
sophisticated models for the CARDs of today’s surviving dwarf satellites. By constructing
these models with high-dimensionality in chemical space, I can create dwarf templates
with less intrinsic degeneracy to maximize their discriminating power in probing galactic
histories. Therefore, the models I develop to map out SFHs will also be used as highdimensional chemical templates (as inputs) in future work.
The aim of this thesis was to take a fresh look at what galactic chemical evolution
data can tell us about galaxy formation and evolution, stellar nucleosynthesis, and the
expression of the IMF in diﬀerent stellar environments. With the aim of taking a “data
science” approach to utilizing this information, I look forward to providing the first
detailed accounts of the merger histories of galaxies — both big and small — in nearby
stellar systems.
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Appendix A
Eﬀects of Varying the Upper Mass Limit
The plots in this appendix illustrate the results of adopting a diﬀerent assumption for
the high-mass cutoﬀ of the IMF. Figure A.1 repeats Figure 2.4 (left panels), adding
panels for mupp = 60 (middle panels) and 80 (right panels) to demonstrate how the yield
distributions are aﬀected across various mupp . As mupp increases, the range in possible
yields is increased, stretching the distribution in a similar manner to increasing κX . While
there is some noticeable degeneracy in the eﬀects of mupp and κX on skewness and in the
eﬀects of mupp and MESG on dispersion, simple inspection suggests that the change in mupp
most strongly aﬀects the kurtosis (peakedness) of the distribution. Increasing mupp widens
and flattens the distributions seen across the columns of Figure A.1. Figure A.2 displays
a similar profile for negative MDYs.
Figure A.3 displays p-values from our paternal likelihood test for a variety of mupp
in both the [Ti/Fe]-[Sr/Fe] and [Ti/Fe]-[Ba/Fe] planes. As mupp increases, our probability
distributions shift to higher MESG values for a given κX : the wider range of stellar masses
means a wider range in individual SNe yields for a given κX , requiring a larger MESG
to match the observed abundance ratio spreads. However, the figure confirms that our
general results - of the UFD distributions requiring large |κX | and smaller MESG than the
MW distributions - are robust despite our ignorance of the actual value of mupp .
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Figure A.1: Distributions of abundance ratios produced from 1000 realizations of an ESG,
with MESG = 102 M (top row), 103 M (middle row), and 104 M (bottom row). Each column
represents models generated with diﬀerent mupp for the IMF: 40M (first column), 60M
(second column), and 80M (third column). Colors are the same as found in Figure 2.4 of
the paper.
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Figure A.2: Figure is the similar to Figure A.1 but shows distributions derived from
negative MDYs.
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Figure A.3: Likelihoods (p-values) for all models examined as a function of MESG , κX , and
mupp for the two abundance ratio planes investigated. Models are indicated by a “Sr” for
the [Ti/Fe]-[Sr/Fe] plane or a “Ba” for [Ti/Fe]-[Ba/Fe] plane and a value for mupp in solar
masses.
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Appendix B
Derivation of our MDY models
To create an analytic average abundance ratio from Eqn. (2.2), we first calculate a mass
ratio in the limit of a completely sampled IMF:
" mupp

ξ · mX dm
mupp κX −α+1 − menrich,low κX −α+1
βX
menrich,low
MX
κFe − α + 1
=
·
= " mupp
·
MFe
βFe
κX − α + 1
mupp κFe −α+1 − menrich,low κFe −α+1
ξ · mFe dm

(B.1)

menrich,low

where MX and MFe represent the total mass yield in X and Fe.
We can relate Eqn. (B.1) to solar abundance ratios and thereby calculate the IMFweighted chemical abundance ratio [X/Fe]:


X
Fe


IMF

≡ log

NX,
Mmol (X)
MX
− log
− log
MFe
Mmol (Fe)
NFe,

 

(B.2)

Mmol (X)
X
where Fe
is the IMF-weighted abundance ratio, M
is a ratio of the molar masses
mol (Fe)
IMF
NX,
of X and Fe, and NFe, is the ratio of the solar abundances of X and Fe. We can then use
 
X
, to
the average of observed abundance ratios from our sample of MW halo stars, Fe
OBS
calibrate β for a given κX of element X by using Eqn. (2.3).
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Appendix C
Derivation of the minimum error on EM
estimates
The asymptotic covariance matrix of ÂP can be approximated by the inverse of the observed Fisher information matrix, I.

Thus let AP =
As AP,m = 1 − m−1
j=1 AP, j , there are only m − 1 free parameters.
(AP,1, . . . , AP,m−1). Using fij = f j (xi , yi ) for brevity, the likelihood can then be expressed
as:
#

n

(AP ) =

log
i=1

 m−1



AP, j fij + (1 − AP,1, . . . , AP,m−1) fim

$
(C.1)

j=1

The observed information matrix, I, is the m − 1 × m − 1 negative hessian of (C.1),
evaluated at the observed data points:
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2

∂ (AP )

I(AP |x, y) = −
=
−


∂AP ∂APT




∂2 (AP )
∂2 AP,1

∂2 (AP )
∂A1 ∂A2

..
.

..
.

∂2 (AP )
∂Am−1 ∂A1

∂2 (AP )
∂Am−1 ∂A2

...

∂2 (AP )
∂A1 ∂Am−1

..
.
∂2 (AP )
∂2 AP,m−1

...













where
∂(AP )
∂AP,k

n

=
i=1

fik − fim
m
j=1 AP, j fij

∂2 (AP)

and

∂AP,k ∂AP,r

n

=−
i=1

( fik − fim )( fir − fim )
g
( j=1 AP, j fij )2

The observed information derived covariance matrix of AP yields the following estimates for covariance and correlation for all m estimated weights in ÂP :












Cov(ÂP,p , ÂP,q) = 














I−1 (ÂP )

−

m−1


p, q < m

pq

Cov(ÂP, j, ÂP,q)

j=1
m−1
 m−1


p = m, q < m

Cov(ÂP, j, ÂP,q) p, q = m

j=1 k=1



Var(ÂP, j) = σ2j = Cov(ÂP )

Corr(ÂP,p, ÂP,q) =

jj

Cov(ÂP,p, ÂP,q)
!
σ2p σ2q
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